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Supplied rcady built and tested

R AMPLIFIER MODULES Now entoy a wodd-wde repulanon tor quahly, retab(rty and

Frlorman@ at a reahshc pnce Four models available lo su( the needs ol lhe prolessronal and hobby market, r e, lndustry,

Le6ure, lnslrumental and HFFr elc When companng pnces NOTE all m@eis rnclude Torcidal power supply, lntegral heat srnk,

Glas hbre P C B, and Dnve orcu[s to power compalble Vu meler Open and shod orcuit pr@l

THOUSANDS OF MOOULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts R.M.S.
into 4 ohms, Frequency Besponse 1Hz - 100KHz

3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 60V/uS,
T H D Typical 0 0008%, lnput Sensitivity 500mV,
S N R '130d8 Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.
PB|CE 879.99 + e4.50 P&P.

NOTE:- MoS-FET MODULES AFE AVAIUBLE lN ruo VERSIoNS STANDARD INPUT SENS.500mV BND WIDTH 1m(Hz
PEC (PFOFESSIONAL EOUIPMENT COMPATABLE) INPUT SENS, 775mV BAND WIDTH 5OKHZ OHDEH STANDARD OR pEC

Bi-Polar Output power 110 watts
ms, Frequency Fesponse 15Hz -
.D.0.01 %, S.N.B. - 118d8, Sens. for

l\4ax ootput 500mV at 10K, Size 355 x '1 15x65mm
PR|CE t33.99 + t3.00 P&P.

NEW SEBIES II MOS.FET MODULES

0 watts R.M.S.
Hz - 100KHz
Rate 45V/uS,

500mV, S.N.R.

PR|CE t39.99 + C3.00 P&P.

F,M.S.
00KHz
0V/uS,
S.N.R.

PRICE e62.99 + 83.50 P&P.

Vu M rs detailed above. A very
displa 4 red) plus an additional
Sophi se and decay I mes. Tough
case, 45mm-
PRICE t8 50 + 50p P&P

* MANI]AL AFM * STEEL C|]ASSS * ELECTRONIC SPEED CON-
TFOL 33 8 45 * VARI PITCH CONTBOL * HIGH TOROUE SEFVO
DRIVEN DC MOTOR * TRANSITSCEEWS * 12'DIE CASTPLATTEF *
NEON STBOBE * CALIBBATED BAL WEIGHT * BEMOVABLE HEAD
SHEII t 

'^ 
CASTFIDGE FIXINGS * CUE LEVEB * POWEB 22O|24OV

50'60H2 * 390x305mm * SUPPLTED W|TH MOUNTTNG CUT-OIJI
TEMPI-ATE,

PRICE 859.99 + 83.s0 P&P.

STANTON ALsOO GOLDRING G85O
PRICE E'I6.99 + 50p P&P pRtCE t6.99 + sOD p&p

THOUSANDS PUBCHASED
BY PROFESS]ONAL USERS

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS

MXF400 (200w * 200w) MXF600 (300w * 300w)
All power ratings B M S into 4 ohms

FEATURES: r I L.E.D. Vu meters * Rotary
indended level contro V inpuis t Open and shod
circuit proof * Latesl H gh slew rate t Very loB
distortion * Aluminiu rmal Prolection.

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.

SIZES:- \,1XF 200 W19"xH31/2" (2U)xDl1"
MXF 400 wt9,,xHsjh,, (3U1xD12,,
NrxF 600 wl9,,xH51h" (3UlxD13"

MXF200 8171.35
PRICES: MXF40O 8228.85

. MXF600 8322.00
SECURICOB DELIVEBY 812 OO EACH

LABGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUOSPEAKERS
FITTINGS, SPEAKEB

H POWER, HIGH FRE-
, LARGE S.A.E. (30p

RES,FREO,40Hz FBEO RESP,TOSKHZ SENS.98dB
15" 2OO WATT C152OOBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS
BES, FREO,40Hz FREO, RESP,TO4KH2 SENS,99dB
15" 250 WATT Cl525OBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS

8'1OO WATT CsIOOGPM GEN PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID DISCO
RES,FREO,SoHzFREO,BESP,TOt4KHzSENS,99dB pRtCEf29.30+e2.0Op&p
1O'IOO WATT CIOIOOGP GUITAR, VOICE, ORGAN, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID
RES,FREO,ToHzFREQ,RESP,TO6KHzSENS,I00dB PR|CEe35.58+C2.50P&P
1O'MO WATT ClO2OOGP GUITAR, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT HIGH POWEB MID
RES,FREO,45HzFREO,RESP,TOTKHZSENS,I03dB PRICEe/r8.67+e2.50P&P
1z, IOO WATT Cl2,IOOGP HIGH POWER GEN, PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, DISCO
RES,FREO,45HzFBEO,BESP,TOTKHZSENS,gSdB PR|CEe37.59+e3.s0P&P
1z, IOO WATT CI2lOOTC TWIN CONE) HIGH POWER WIDE RESPONSE, P A, VOICE, DISCO
RES,FREO,45HZFREO,RESP,TOI4i(HZSENS,IOOdB PBICE88.58+C350P&P
12' 2OO WATr C122'MB HIGH POWER BASS, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, P A
RES,FREO,40HzFREO,RESP,TOTKHZSENS,I00dB PF|CEE65.79+e350P&P
12'3OO WATT C123OOGP HIGH POWEB BASS LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, ETC
BES,FREO,45HzFREO,RESP,TOsKHzSENS,I00dB PR|CEe8751+83.50P&P
15" 1OO WATT C151OOBS BASS GUITAR LOW FREOUENCY P A DISCO

PRICE e55.05 + e4.00 P&P

PRICE e75.10 + f4.00 P&P

RES,FREO,40HzFREORESP,TO4KHZSENS,99dB pRtCEEg254+t4.50p&p
15" 4{'O WATT Cl54OOAS VERY HIGH POWER, LOW FREOUENCY BASS
HES,FREQ,4OHzFREO,BESP,TO4KHzSENS,I02dB PR|CEe96.47+€4.5tlP&P
18" 4OO WATT C184O4BS EXTREMELY HIGH POWER, LOW FBEOUENCY BASS
BES, FREO, 27Hz FBEO, BESP. TO 3KHz SENS,99dB PRICE 8172.06 + e5.00 P&P

whch are dual tnpedence lapped fu 4 I I ahn )
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SURROUND

Hl\'l BASS HI

o:M :A'sr lil lllll
1z 60 WATT EB'r260 BASS, Hr-Fr, sruDro 

+ t3's0 P&P

RES, FREO, 28H2. FREQ, RESP, TO 3KHz. SENS,92dB pRtCE C2t.OO + e3.OO p&p
1z, 1OO WATT EB.I2.1OO BASS, STUDIO, HI-FI, EXCELLENT DISCO.
RES, FREO, 26H2. FREO, BESP, TO 3KHz. SENS.93dB PRICE €38.75 + e3.50 P&P

FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
5%" 60 WATT EB5+oTC (TW|N CONE) Hr-Ft, MULTT-ARRAY DTSCO ETC
RES,FREQ,63HzFREO,RESP.TO20KHzSENS,92dB PR|CEE999+el50P&P
6%',60 WATT EB6{0TC (TW|N CONE) Ht-Ft, MULTT-ARRAY DTSCO ETC
RES.FREO,3SHzFREO,RESP.TO20KHzSENS,94dB PR|CEEl099+el50P&P
8',60 WATT EB&60TC (TW|N CONF) Hr.Ft. MULT|-ARRAY D|SCO ETC.
HES,FREQ,40HzFBEQ,RESP,TOISKHz.SENS,S9dB PR|CEe12.99+el50P&P
1O',60 WATT EBt06OTC (TW|N CONE) Ht-Ft, MULTT-ARRAY DTSCO ETC
RES,FREO,35HzFFEQ.RESP.TOI2KHzSENSS6dB PR|CEf16.49+c2o0P&P

THEVERY BEST IN OUALITY AND VALUE

MADE ESPECIALLY TO SUIT
TODAY'S NEED FOF COM.
PACTNESS WITH HIGH OUTPUT
SOUNO LEVELS, FINISHED IN
BARDWEAHING BLACK VYNIDE
WITH PBOTECTIVE COBNEBS.
GFILLE AND CARFYING HANDLE.
INCORPOMTES 1Z' DRIVER PLUS
HIGH FREO HORN FOH FULL
FBEO BANGE: 45Hz-20KHz BOTH
MODELS 8 OHM SIZE H18, x W15'
x D1Z

CHOICE OF TWO MODELS

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RIIS FOR EACH CABINET

oMP 12-100 (100W roOdB) PRTCE 8159.99 PER PA|R
oMP 12-200 (2mw 102d8) PFTCE 8209.99 pER pAtF

SECURICOF DEL:- ElZm PEF pAtn

TWO SUPERB HIGH
POWER CAR STEREO
BOOSTEH AMPLIFIERS
1s0 wATrs (7s+75) tNro 4 oHMS
300 WATTS (r 50+1 s0) tNTo 4 oHMs
FEATUBES:
* HIGH & LOW INPUT IMPEDANCESi HIGH 8 LOW INPUT SENSITIVITiES
r VARIABLE INPUT GAIN CONTROL
* SHOETCIRCUITOUTPUT

PHOTECTION
r POWEH HEQUIFEMENT 12V O C
PRICES: 150 WATT E43 00
300 waTT t95 00 + B m P&P EICH

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS _ MOTOROLA
Join the Piezo revolution The ow dynam c ma$ (rc vore mil) ol a Piezo tweeter produres an improved transleniIesponsewr hanordtnarydvnamrctweeters Asacrossov unilsm.Iesponsewr hanordtnarydynamrctweeters Asacrossov unils€.beaddedlo oiuptoloowalls(moreri2put nserles).FR AFLEIS
SIJPPLIED TYPE A (KSN2036A) 3 ro wire

and quit E9.
TYPE'E ., h
silver fini ior
Prie C5.99 eeh - 50p P&P
LEVEL COI{THOL Clmr*res or a rw -i:---,:plate. level cor:.c a-c .-a: ^e: -:-: ::t :.',:r:'
85x85mm Prie e3 99 - 5ab ,itr

t?'P
rYPE B \Ja-:-z\ f\,I\\ \ \Y

,,0.)----.] ,,Y I

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 5 band L & Fi

Price 8134 99 - C4.00 P&P

PROVEN TRANSMITTEF DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIERE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUATITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIHCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS

3I{ FT IBATISITTITER 80.1MMHz, VAHICAP CONTBOLLED PROFESSIONAL PEH.
FoHMANCE FANGE UP T0 3 MILES, SIZE 38 x 123mm, SUppLy 1 2v @ 0 sAMp,

PFTCE t14.49 + 11 th PrP
FU talCFO THAiISiIIIIER (8UG) 1ml08MHz VARICAP TUNED COMPIETE W|TH
VERY SENS FETMIC, RANGE 100-300m S|ZE 56 x 46mm SuPpLy 9V BATT. pRtCE

B ffisifHtEf,',:8.?f t^i?fl5,i?PH
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Tben The Electronics Today

International Back fssue Sentice
May Be Able To llelp

'"-Back numbers of Electronics Today International cost couer
price plus 60p postage and packing Jrom Electronics Today
International Back Numbers, Select Subscriptions, 5 Riuer

Park Estate, Berkbamsted, Herts HP4 lHL. Cheques sbould be
mad.e payable to Argus Specialist Publications.

Back isszes areiuaila.bte for tbe
preuious hoehte montbs onljt, As

sotne dsszes are in aery sbort
supply, you sltould cbeck aaailability on

0442 87 6661 so ,rs to auoid. disappointment.

ORDER YOUR COPY ]IOW I
wHtlE Srocl(s lAsr!

PORTASOL HOBBY
AND

SPARE TIP

Complete with its own flint lighter it can be fired up in seconds ready for use. Re-filled
simply with gas lighter fuel, the PORTASOL will last ages. Replacement tips are also
available at t5.95 each. Please__qqg!_e__89_VQl?6 for Portasol and spare tip.

zAvAf{
)Av
(,)

--r
Please supply ROMC/26 @ 819.99

Please supply ROMC/27 @ t5.95
I enclose my cheque/P.O. for t................. payable to ASP or

please debit by AccessAy'isa m
Signature Expiry ............
Name .............

Address..........

.. Post Code

Please allow 28 days for delivery U.K. only - overseas upon request (Sept 91 ) i
-------J

ROMC|?T for tips.

A PORTASOL !S ONE OF THOSE
TOOLS WHICH EVERY TOOL/

HOBBY BOX SHOULD CONTAIN

ASP Reader Offers, Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts. HP2 7ST

ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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HDTV 9
James fucher takes a final glimpse into the future where digital computing power and TV
technology could merge.

The Nightfighter
A light show to beat all others. Mike Beechan introduces the first instalment to this versatile
modular lighting display. 'Ihe master controller is presented this month.

Light, Vision, Colour And Perception
Douglas Clarkson provides us with a fascinating insight into the science of vision.

The Sony Minidisc
A portable record/playback disc system wi[[ be available in British shops within two years. Eric
Kingdon describes the workings of this remarkable achievement in technological design from
Sony.

Fault Finding In Electronic Equipment 2
Andrew Chadwick provides some examples of commercial equipment failures and shows how to
deal with them.

Pocket Geiger Counter
Build this hand-sized Geiger counter and find out about the radiation hazards that exist around
us. Malcolm Plant provides us with the constructional details.

The Hemisync Machine 2
Aubrey Scoon continues his description in this, the final part to a machine that tries to emulate
brain-wave patterns.
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28

35

40
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Editorial
Radical or
consenrative design
It has been stated before that ETI is a
testbed for any new design or idea in
the field of our techriology. Making
the design fit your requirements is all
part of that pleasurable experience to
give it that certain amount of individ-
uality.

Component parts and circuit
modules like oscillators, filters, com-
paritors and the like are available for
the designer to bring about a gadget
that performs as expected. But an
electronic designer, equipped with
the knowledge of how the parts or
modules fit together through conser-
ative development is not there to
think of the design in the first place.
This is where the 'ideas person' can
perform his or her part in a Lateral
thinking process. After having
identified the need or the approach
to an answer, the electronic designer
can do the rest. Most initial ideas
come from an event or series of
events known to be an annoyance in
our routine daily lives and nearly
always results in the newly designed
piece of equipment performing an
operation in a more efficient manner.
Very often if a process is working,
there is less reason to question
whether another route to the same
goal needs to be acheived. The side-
ways look could produce a risky but
radical alternative to perform the
same job.The rs.,';ards for such offer-
ings are very attractive partiiularly to
indusfuy as in nine cases out of ten it
results in the company saving money.
In some cases, though not so popu-
lar, it can help the persons well-being
and make their job easier within the
company.

Arguably, electronics has brought
about increased production speed
and reliability through automation
within a company but it could be at
the very expense of cutting out the
employee who designed it.

Mathematical aids like computers
and calculators have reduced mono-
tonuos processing time in scientific
research. Electronic communication
through radio, TV, telephone, faxand
spy satellites has increased the dis-
emination of knowledge to reduce
misunderstandings and surprise
events. It also has to be said in the
wrong hands, these communication
channels can supply misinformation
and so supply incorrect information
equally at the same speed.

On balance the benefits given to
society from the electronics revo-
lution must lead to a safer world
where human races operate in har-
monywith each other. We have yetto
live in harmony with the natural
resources of the planet however.

Paul FreemanThe Sony Minidisc
Page 35
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OPENC
A s you mightexpect, I haveto startthis monthwith

fl a .o--enl on recenr nappenings concernrng rhe
future ot satellite television broadcasting over Europe.

Filippo Maria Pandolfi, the European commis-
sioner for technology, research and development has
proposed that leading variant to the multiplexed ana-
logue component (MAC) format for television trans-
mission systems D2MAC becomes the standard for
such services. Through this, high d'e'{rtrition television
services will be inhoduced in the future using MAC's
high definftion extension known naturally enough as

HDMAC. This has a number of far reaching implic-
ations on satellite television, particularly in the UK.

For instance, while he's proposing MAC is a new
standard, he has not seen it fit to suggest existing
broadcasters using other formats must change to a
MAC service immediately. This is, perhaps, welcome
news to the two million or so dish owners across
Europe (three-quarters of them in the UK) and, more
specifically, to broadcasters such as Brttish Sky Broad-
casting which runs many efsting channels.

Prior to MAC, most channels used the PAL for-
mat, in a broadly similar form to terrestrial television
broadcasts in the UK. Use of PAL as a broadcast stand-
ard ensures that compatibility with current televisions
is simply engineered into satellite receivers. For this
reason there are still many more PAL channels broad-
cast from satellites than any other type. Of the 16 main
television-transmitting satellites 69 channels are in
PAL, 14 are in D2MAC, 9 are in DMAC, 9 are in
SECAM and 2 are in BMAC. These figures put the mat-
ter of satellite television into perspective and I suspect
they will surprise many casual observers.

Even now with the commissioners proposals
however, this situation is unlikely to change greatly
because existing non- D2MAC channels aren't imme-
diately being forced to change. True, all new services
from the beginning of next year musi be in D2MAC for-
mat but that's not going to make a lot of difference -

most channels which want to be up are already there;
and any on the horizon with much sense will probably
get their acts together before that deadline arises.

It's not that broadcasters don't see the technical
advantages of D2MAC - everybody knows picture
and sound quality is improved using the system - but
it's not yet proven it can be a commercial success. Fur-
ther, it's not yet proven users actually need or even
want D2MAC.

Manufacturers like Philips and Thomson have
pushed hard for the D2MAC format to be both stan-
dardised and imposed on existing broadcasters, but
the commisioner has seen it necessary to do only the
former, leaving existing broadcasters with the option
to change as and when they want.

A second part of the proposal is to en{orce that
D2MAC facilities be incorporated into all new satellite
television receivers from 1993. This in itsell will natu-
ralry cause the changeover from PAL transmissions to
D2MAC, and it does make sure any such transition is

controlled, gradual and occurs only as the user wants.
Last thing anybody should desire is an instant change-
over date after which two million users need to either

scrap their cunent equipment or upgrade by buying
expensive external decoder boxes

In the end, D2MAC is still only an analogue sys-
tem, only one step better than the cunent PAL system
It could be superseded within 10 years by a new digital
HDTV system currently in early development stages.
This is ef{ectively incompatible with both PAL and
D2MAC, so it's not as though D2MAC would give any
advantage in the long-term except for the promotion
ofwidescreen services. PAL itselfhas been shown to be
capable of providing widescreen services in an
extended format. For whatever reasons, Mr Pandolfi's
proposals are the right ones.

Moving Data
For anyone working external to a central base, tele-
communications is often vital. Originally land-line tele-
phones were the only realistic means of communicat-
ing with the office for salesmen, delivery personnel,
field service engineers and so on. True, radiophones
used to be available but they can't by any stretch of
anybody's imagination be called reliable. Radlopagers
gave some small communications possibilities but
were always pretty restrictive.

It wasn't until cellular telephone services came
into being that mobile communications of any true
reliability and quality were obtained. Their rapid
groMh over the years upto the current time gives testa-
ment to how much they are required.

But mobile voice communications is only part of
the solution to business communications needs.
Mobile staff need to have computing facilities too,
usualJy in the form of laptop notebook computers.
Because of this. there is a need for data communic-
ations between terminals and centalised computers.
Even where data users aren't mobile, data communic-
ations at a distance is a vital area in business. Valida-
tion ol credit card toansactions, telemetry of remote
plant and so on also require reliable data communic-
ations. A fascinating range of uses can be envisaged
for comprehensive data communications neh,rrorks.
Electronic tagging of vehicles is just one potentially
useful scenario While no-one suggests it's necessary
to monitor all vehicle positions at all times, such a sys-
tem would pinpoint position of, say, a stolen vehicle
instantly It doesn't take the imagination long to come
up with many more potentially useful data systems
either.

Because of these data needs, a new breed ofport-
able communications device is becoming available,
comprising radio-modems or complete data termi-
nals. In the minimum, modems can be used over exist-
ing cellular nehl,orks to allow computerised equip-
ment to inter communicate. At the other extreme,
complete radio data terminals could have their own
radio networks It is becoming increasingly likely that
the Govemment could legislate to allow this possibil-
ity. In effect. provision o{ such networks could well cut
down the requirements for a cellular voice netvuork -
because many more users can communicate per chan-
nel over a similarly specified radio data network.

Keith Brindley
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NEWS
tt alt was first taken from the
ID salt mine at Wnsford in
Cheshire some 150 years ago.
Now it's the only salt mine still in
production on the UK mainland

- but that's not its only claim to
fame.

ICL, one of Europe's informa-
tion systems companies, has
taken the innovative step of sett-
ing up a computer test cenfre21O
metres below ground in a worked-
out region of the salt mine.

This highly automated test
facility will be used by ICL to mea-
sure the electromagnetic confor-
mance (EMC) characteristics o{
its range of computer systems. It
will enable ICL to meet its own
high standards for quality and to
complywith nerru European Com-
munity regulations due to come
into force in 7992.

Tests will be carried out on all

ICL's products - including per-
sonal computers, disc files,'print,
ers and mainframe processors -to
ensure that they do not cause
excessive electromagnetic inter-
ference, and are immune from it.

ICL has invested over !1 mil-
lion in the new underground EMC
test facility which is among the
most advanced in the world.

This investment includes the
installation, within the subterra-
nean cavern, of a large air-condi-
tioned tent in which the tests are
conducted; the provision of labor-
atory and office facilities; and the
construction of a screened room

'''h=busing 
an ICL Series 39 Level

35XP mainframe computer. This
can be linked to the products
being tested to simulate opera-
.tional conditions.

The selection of the salt mine
for this work means that much
higher signal levels can be gener-
ated to test products for immun-
ity, without creating electromag-
netic pollution which could other-
wise interfere with normal tele-
communications.

The salt mine eliminates radio
frequency signals from unwanted
sources which could interfere with
testing. Because of the absorption

qualities of the salt walls, the need
for highly expensive shielding and
absorption material is greatly
reduced. This means that testing
can be automated and completed
quickly.

As a result of establishing this
underground test facility, ICL
expects to be among the first
European electronics companies
to meet the new standards for
electromagnetic conformance
being established by CENELEC,
the European Committee for
Elecbotechnical Standardization,
and thus have the right to cany
the 'CE' label on its products.

fl anon is enterina the audio
1z market with the introduction
of a new domestic loudspeaker
system, called Wide Imaging
Stereo.

This newsystem is said to offer
the listener one distinct advan-
tage - a much larger stereo area
than that produced by conven-
tional box loudspeakers.

In a conventional set-up, h,r.ro

speakers fire sound waves dia-
gonally across the room in an 'X'
pattern. At the centoe of the
'X',the 'hot spot' - the listener is

able to appreciate the stereo
effect; however outside of this
tightly defined area, the stereo
effect is likely to disappear alto-
gether.

The new Canon S-50 loud-
speakers operate in an entirely
di{ferent way. Instead of firing
sound in a diagonal pattern, the
sound is directed downwards
from the driver onto a unique
acoustic mirror, producing stereo
images across a much broader lis-
tening area - ideal for group or
family listening.

Wide Imaging Stereo is the

result o{ six years intensive acous-
tic research, carried out by the
Canon Research Cente Europe

- based in Guildford, Surrey.
The concept is the brainchild

of one man - Mr. Hiro Negishi -
Head of Canon Research Europe.
Bringing the idea to the finished
product has involved a team o{
British acoustic engineers and the
services of the Institute of Sound
and Vibration Research at Sou-
thampton University.

The new S-50 loudspeakers
are the very first Canon products
to be both designed and manufac-
tured outside of Japan. They are
being manufactured in the UK
and the sales and marketing will
be handled on a global basis by
newly formed company Canon
Audio Ltd based in Woking, Sur-
rey.

Canon's new S50 speaker
draws on a brand naru set of
design rules, offering a fresh look
at the design and manufacfure of
domestic loudspeakers; demon-
shating both aesthetic and tech-
nological innovation.

The 'hot spot' has traditionally

7ETI SEPTEMBER I99I



been considered a technical prior-
ity in conventional loudspeaker
design but with Wide Imaging
Stereo the priorities of loud-
speaker design have been re-
organised. The system provides
the means to control 'dispersion'

- the pattern of sound radiated
into the room - and the parame-
ter, vitally important to off 'hot
spot' listening. Canon has found a
way of contolling dispersion by
increasing the quantity, and con-
tolling the quality, of 'early reflec-
tions' from the listening room
walls. For the first time, 'tue'
stereo sound is able to effectlvelg

work over an extensive listening
area.

In the majority of conventional
loudspeaker designs, dispersion
is either left unattended, or
degraded, by the search for 'bet
ter' hot-spot performance. In con-
tast to natural sound sources
such as musical instruments and
voices, conventional loudspeaker
dispersion often changes sud-
denly over the frequency range.
This is thought to be the funda-
mental reason for the unnatural
sound of many speakers. Wide
Imaging Stereo however pro-
duces a smooth dispersion char-

acteristic.
Conventional speakers use

multiple forward facing drivers.
The drivers physicalsize, mechan-
ical characteristics and the cross-
over between them have been
optimised to achieve 'hot-spot'
performance goals.

The system controls disper-
sion by substantially removing it
from the influence of the driver
and instead uses a carefully pro-
filed off-centre'acoustic mirror'
which has been postioned to con-
trol the way the sound is radiated
into the listening room. Stereo to
the lefi, to right and in the middle.

The S-50's fullrange driver, in
combination with the acoustic
mirror, overcomes the difficulties
normally associated with such
units - and removes the need for
the troublesome passive cross-
over circuits of conventional sys-
tems.

Materials used in their con-
struction are as radical as their
design, no wood cabinets, instead
zinc diecastings and modem ABS
plastics.

The suggested guide price is
f349.95 (inc.VAT).
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f f f irh the launch of the
Wsvt+stusz 14in Super
VGA colour monitor, Southern
Peripherals is introducing to the
geneial computer market a multi-
frequency monitor that can sup-
port all VGA configurations up to
L024 x 768pixels with 256
colours for f240 plus VAI. All
that is required is the appropriate
video adaptor card, also supplied
by the company.

Rapid changes in technology
now allow the company to offer
screen resolution and colours that
were once the sole domain of
CAD/CAM and high technology
engineering applications.

Technical specifications for
the SV1481/82 include: a 14in
90' CRT with 0.28in dot pitch;
horizontal frequencies ol 31.467,
35.16 and 35.52kH2; vertical fre-
quencies oI 60, 70, 56 and 87Hz

(interlaced); a bandwidth of
50MHz; maimum screen mis-
convergence of 0.3 and 0.5mm at
the centre and corner, respect-
ively; and an operating tempera-
ture range of 0'to 40'C.

The Super VGA colour moni-
tor has been designed to be fully
compatible with IBM PS/2s and
PC-compatibles. offering as
standard 640 X 350 resolution,
which increases to 640 X 480
when used at 31.467kH2, the
SVl48l/82 will automatically
switch modes by decoding an
upgraded Super VGA video card
to provide 800 X 600 and 7024X
768 resolutions at 31.16 and
35.52kH2 frequencies, respect-
ively.

Further information, contact
Derek Southern at Southern Peri-
pherals. Telephone: 0256 819
22r.

ID endar has exoanded its
Ifrung" of high quality audio
connectors with new loudspeaker
terminals to suit the most dem-
anding applications.

The speaker terminals are
gold plated spring-loaded con,
tacts and push-open action for
convenience and speed of load,
ing. They are designed to make
good contact with all types of
speaker cables, and are large
enough to accommodate thick
heavy-duty conductors, including
high quality oxygen-free copper

(OFC) cables.
Configurations are available

from tr.vo to eight poles, for use on
all types of equipment from con-
sumer products to large scale pro-
fessional audio systems. The
terminals are available in surface
mounting format for use on
equipment, and recessed for use
on wooden loudspeaker panels.

Further information contact
Mike Gasper, Rendar Limited Tel:
(02431 866741.
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lf OP Electronics Ltd have
lYI r.."noy rnuoouceo rne
Model 2004 EPROM Program-
mer with an option available to
connect the Programmer to the
parallel port oi a PC instead of the
serial port. This combined with
enhanced software gives signifi-
cant increases in programming
speed, for example a 1 Mbit Flash
devices can be blank checked,
programmed and verified in one
minute.

Along with the Model 200A, a
new range of adapters is now
available. These allow the pro-
gramrning of the 8051 family der-
ivatives from Intel and Philips in
both standard and surface mount
packaging.

The Model offers a compre-
hensive programming system
supporting nearly 900 devices
including EPROMs up to 4 Mbit,
EEPROMs and all popular micro-
controllers.

Further information phone
MOP Eleckonics on 0666
825746.
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Lonbuilder Developer's Work-
bench to over 50 customers
around the world. It enables com-
panies to design and build low-
cost intelligent distributed conhol
applications into products for the
first time.

Echelon introduced the con-
cept of intelligent distibuted con-
trol, along with its new Lonworks
technology platform last Decem-
ber. With this technology, pro-
ducts from multiple manufactur-
ers (such as lights, switches, secur-
ity sensors and thermostats) can
interoperate and communicate.

The Lonbuilder Developer's
Workbench gives users the ability
to- develop intelligent distributed
contol applications quickly with
inexpensive, off-the-shelf technol-
ogy. It provides developers with
an integrated hardware and sof-
tware environment for building

the technology into products or
systems. It uses object-oriented
techniques and a high-level pro-
gramming language to simplifu
the design and development of
distributed conkol applications.

Each application contains one
or more nodes. Nodes can take
the form of basic elements like
switches and circuit breakers, sen-

sors or acfuators, or user interface
devices like keypads and liquid
crystal displays. Each node con-
tains an integrated circuit called a

Neuron chip, that can be pro-
grammed to sense and monitor,
count and measure time, manage
switches and relays, respond to
conditions reported from other
nodes and report system status to
other nodes.

Each node also contains a

transceiver that provides the phy-
sical connection to the communi-
cation media, including electical
power lines, radio waves, optical

fibre, coaial cable, infrared and
twisted pair. The technology sup-
ports communications over any
combination of media with a com-
plete seven-layer communication
protocol contained in the firm-
ware of every Neuron chip. The
LONTALK protocol supplies the
'rules of the road' for linking
nodes together in a network.

.By integrating programming
and netr.vork management tools
into a single development plat-
form, we have significantly
reduced the amount of time and
money required by designers to
develop their diskibuted applic-
ations", said Dr Michael Gilbert,
Echelon's Vce President of Engi-
neering. "ln thepast, people deve-

loping intelligent distributed con-
trol applications not only had to
write their application in a micro-
controller, but also had to create
their own protocol system
sofhrrare and networking tools.

Now with the integrated tools pro-
vided in the workbench, compan-
ies can write their application
quickly and develop their neh,vork
simultaneously."

The tools, run on a standard
IBM PC/AT or compatible com-
puter, combine three develop-
ment products - a multi-node
development system, a network
manager and a protocol analyser

- into a single integrated hard-
ware and software platform.

Echelon Corporation was

founded in 1988 to develop a new
technology to enable implemen-
tation of the first practical, low-
cost intelligent distributed control
products. Echelon is a privately
held company with headquarters
in Palo Alto, Califomia, with 100

employees and two subsidiaries;
Echelon Europe Ltd., located in
London and Echelon Japan KKin
Tokyo.

,Fhe man who invented liquid
I crystals, has been awarded

the CBE.
Professor George Gray of

Merck Ltd, pioneered the use of
liquid crystals in stat€ of the art
technology from digital watches,
calculators and computers, to all
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domestic appliances with elec-
tronic displays.

In cooperation with the Royal
Signals Research Establishment
(RSRE), George Gray and Merck
Ltd are also instrumental in the
production of Thermochromic
inks. These incorporate heat sen-

sitive liquid crystals which react to
changes in temperature. The inks
have already been successfully
printed onto fabric and recently
paraded on the London catrvalks
creating a new fashion craze.

Professor Gray spent 43 years
at the University of Hull during

which time he gained many
awards for his work includitig a
Fellowship of the Royal Society
(FRS). For the last20 years he has
collaborated with Merck, contri-
buting to their Queens Award for
Technological Achievement.
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T's massive programme to
modernize its telephone

network reached a milestone
today when it hit the half-way
stage in switching over its local
exchanges from electromechani-
cal to digital technology. To date,
more than 115 billion has been
spent on supporting, modernising
and expanding mainstream ser-
vices in the UK.

Last year, BT's trunk network

- the backbone of Britain's tele-
phone system - became the first
in any major industrialized coun-
try to become fully digital. Now,
with the modernization of half of

BT's local exchanges, telephone
users have access to one of the
most sophisticated networks in
the world. The half-way stage was
reached when the BT exchange
which serves the St Paul's area of
the city of London became the
3,319th digital exchange to come
into service.

Benefits of digital technology
include:

- Features such as call diversion,
call waiting, three way calling,
repeat last call. call barring.
charge advice, code calling and
reminder call.

- Access to BT's Integrated Ser-

vices Digital Network (ISDN).
BT's ISDN2 and ISDN3O ser-
vices allow customers to send
and receive high speed, high
quality voice, data, image, and
text, or any combination, over
the UK netvuork and to 12
countries around the world,
including France, the USA and
Japan.

- A powerful high speed sigriall-
ing system which enables fast
call set-up.
BT's network no'.u has more

than 1.5 million kilomeues of opt-
ical fibre which means that voice,
image, data and text can be trans-

mitted across the netruork at high
speed. The current technology
employed allows more than
7,600 simultaneous phonecalls to
be transmitted and received over
a pair of fibres.

In addition to converting more
than 15 exchanges to digital oper-
ation each week (the equivalent of
6,500 new digital lines every
working day), BT is continuing to
extend its fibre network by more
than 10,000 kilometres every
single week

P il," iff j;ix:,8'"f, :l[::
extensive range of 3U VME
boards for Industrial Automation.

The V386 hosts the popular
and powerful Intet 803865X pro-
cessor and costs less than F100.
1MB and 4MB DRAM versions
are available with an 8MB version
planned. For communication pur-
poses 64kB of this memory is fully
dual ported to theWEbus and is
supported by an OS-9 SCF driver
from PEP. The on-board Cirrus
VGA graphics controller also
gives downward compatibility for
EGA, CGA and Hercules. If flat
panel displays are specified an
LCD interface is also provided
with 640 X 480 resolution, 64

greyscales and uses a 32kB trame
buffer for flicker free operation.

For easy connection to popu-
lar PC peripherals the front panel
carries standard PC compatible
'D' types and DIN connectors for
VGA, keyboard, two serial ports
and one centronics port. IDC
headers are provided on-board
for floppy and hard disks as well
as the LCD interface.

Complete with battery backed
real time calendar/clock and a

socket for 803875X co-processor
the V386 provides a cost effective
solution for an easily programm-
able man/machine interface
which is fully compatible with IBM
PCAT-386SX software.

f ive working is to be discou-
leraged and the Electricity at
Work Regulations 1989 make this
very clear. But how do you know i{
the circuit is live?

Intek Instruments have
designed and manufactured low
cost products to overcome this
problem. The use of their noncon-
tact voltage indicators could save
lives. A simple check is required to
detect the presence of,t voltage
prior to cutting a cable. Alpha
Elecbonics have these products
available to indicate and detect
live or dead cables, blown fuses,
breaks in conductors and the
presence of magentic fields.

TEK 100 is a low cost non con-
tact Voltage Indicator for conduc-
tors energised at voltages in the
range of 100V to 600V AC. Both
audible and visual wamings are
given via a 3kHz tone and a red

LED. Other useful features on this
hand held battery operated unit,
include a safe self-test facility.
Model TEK 200 is similar but has
the added ability to deiermine
and display the polarity of magne-
tic {ields found with inductors,
relays, solenoids and transfor-
mers operating at both low and
high AC and DC voltages. TEK
600 is a Buried Cable and Pipe
Detector that reliably locates live
and dead cables through a variety
of building aggregate and sub-sur-
faces, including foil- backed plas-
terboard. Cables situated in close
proximity to ferrous and non-fer-
rous metals, framework and
boxes can also be located, an
application not normally avail-
able with conventional methods.
Prices (exc. VAT) are: TEK 100
L79.99 TEK 200 L29.99 and
TEK 600 f59.95.
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Measuring
shock waves
in solids
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perties of solids. It is, however, moving objects.
necessarytocalibrateinshuments The VISAR consists of an

frequently when measuring waves intricate system of beam splitters,
with current 2O-year-old devices. mirrors, and optical delay ele-

Sandia National Laboratories mentsallmountedonatable.The
of Albuquerque, says it has solved 'breadboard' arrangement, which
the problems encountered with occupies about 12fli, allows the
older instruments by building a. VISAR to be reconfigured to
new set up based on optical-fibre measure a wide range of velocities
technology. The new system is and accelerations. However, this
safe, more compact, and less flexibility can also be a dis-

complex than earlier systems. advantage because the compo-
The Velocity Interferometer nents require frequent precision

SystemforAnyReflector(VISAR) adjustment to maintain align-
measures high-pressure shock ment.
wave phenomena in solids. It Sandia engineers have de-
gauges velocities ranging from velopedaVlSARwithallkeyparts
tens to thousands of mefues per incorporated into a single unit
second using a modified Michel- that occupies only 1ff . The'fixed-
son interferometer. The inter- cavity'VISARdoesnotrequirefre-
ferometer determines the Dop-. quentreadjustments,andiseasier
pler shift of light reflected by fast- ' =Tb use and less expensive than the

breadboard system.
In the fixed-cavity system, light

beams are routed from laser to
test target surfacer to inter-
ferometer thiough optical {ibres.
Besides allowing engineers to
reduce the MSAR in size, it lets
them locate the interferometer,
photodetectors, amplifiers,
recording equipment, and laser
far enough away from the test
target and any large electoical
noise sources to prevent elec-

bomagnetic waves from inter-
fering with measured data. In
addition, the fibre- optic arrange-
ment reduces an eye hazard by
confining highpower laser beams.

Energy
efficient
metering
pump
A n electronicallu driven

Ilmetering pump is-claimed to
be more energy efficient than a

motor-driven one because the sig-

nals used to govern the dia-
phragm are easily computer con-
tolled and counted. The pump is

also powered for less than 0.1
second, using current onlywhen a

stoke is produced. Total power
consumption is said to be less
than that of a similar-size motor-
driven pump.

Called the SysteMatic pump it
is driven by a solenoid. Control
circuits switch the solenoid on and
off. When the solenoid is on, the
magnetic field generated attracts
a large steel component called a
clapper. When the solenoid is

switched off, springs return the

clapper to its original position.
The back- and-forth movement of
the clapper controls the pump
diaphragm through a connecting
rod. Stroke length, and hence
pumping volume, is adjusted by
limiting clapper return.

Models in the SysteMatic
Pump line vary in capacity. One
has a maximum discharge pres-
sure of 300 psi, higher than the
100-psi maximum of most other
metering pumps. Another has a

delivery rate that ranges to 20 gal/

hr. Strokes/min on some models
ranges to 100. All pumps operate
with a +1% precision.

Applications for the pump
include water chlorination and
pH neutralization, as well as
pharmaceutical processing. By
changing the diaphragm, the
pump can handle reagents, sol-
vents, and a variety of suspen-
slons.

Luft Instruments Inc., Lincoln,
Massachusetts.

Possible
replacement
for super-
conductors
^, 

new comoosite of ceramic
Ilpo*o"r, ano polymers nas

magnetic- levitation properties
similar to superconductors. Un-
like hard superconducting cera-
mics, however, the material can

be machined, moulded, and
extruded easily. It also does not
have to be fired at high temperd-
fures. Such parts could replace
supetconductors in applications
such as magnetic-levitation trains.

The composite, developed at
the National Institute of Stand-
ards and Technology, is a mix o{
superconducting ceramic parti-
cles and polyvinylidene fluoride.
The material itself does not con-
duct electric current, but when a

magnetic field is applied at super-
conducting temperafures (below
-297F1, current flows around the
surface of each ceramic particle
embedded in the polymer. Each
current creates an opposing mag-
netic field. The sum of all the cur-
rents produces a field large
enough to levitate the composite.

According to NISI the com-
posite's levitation force is less than
that produced by a pure super-
conductor of the same size. How-

ever, because the density of the
polyrner is much lower than that
of the ceramic, parts made from
the composite will be lighter and
require less force to levitate.

Another benefit is the compo-
site's thermal and mechanical
properties, which permit repeated
cooling and warming without
physical damage.

Streamlining
robotic
welding
f t is often necessarv for orocess
Inng,r,""r, to spencl up to ergnt
hours studying and designing a

robotic line for welding.
A new software package pro-

mises to streamline these tasks
and reduce engineering time to
minutes per welding point. The
package, from Technomatix,
Novi, Michigan, is an extension of
its Robcad robot simulation soft-
ware.

To use the welding software,
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process engineers must have
access to CAD data for the work-
piece. The programme gives the
engineer a means to define each
weld point then automatically
assigns cross sections of the weld-
ing robot to help determine how
the robot gun will approach the
workpiece. The programme also
automatically checks for col-
lisions between the gun and work-
piece or fixfures.

Software allows users to deter-
mine robot placement in three
ways. First, users can lock ihe gun
on the welding point, and position
the base. Second, users can
locate the base, and the software

will show each welding point that
can be reached. Finally, welding
points can be assigned, and the
system will indicate the exact
range of possible base locations.

Thin film
coating
process
A thin film coatinq Drocess

Ilp"r-,rr rr,,y-u-u,o-u,"o
deposition of precisely controlled
metal or dielectric coatings at
high rates. The cold process
allows flat and irregular shaped

substrates such as glass or plastic
to be coated at or near room tem-
perature, eliminating the need for
heating and cooling cycles.

Lenses, lamps, reflectors,
cylinders and even optical fibres
can be coated with precise optical
uniformity. Temperature-sensitive
subsbates, not easily coated with
other processes, are suited to the
MetaMode process.

Possible applications may also
include the field oI electronic
components, high-temperature
superconductors and semi-con-
ductors.

Optical Coating Labortory
Inc., Santa Rosa, California.
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s we enter the twenty-first century, many
of the problems and difficulties which
are today regarded as basic to the whole
subject of HDTV may well disappear or

insignificant and unimportant

Spectrum Conseruation

-l-\

-
-
-

as changes in the various technologies surrounding
electronics, computers, and broadcasting open up a
whole new range of possibilities.

Spectrurn Utilisation

ave
sig-
the

sumer equipment that operates in fr"qr"n.y Uu,ll,
much higher than anything currently possible, and the
advantage of using these higher frequencies is that
since they are currently virtually unused it should be
possible to provide much larger portions of the spec-
bum at these frequencies for broadcasters to usl. A
good example is the band of frequencies that has been

ment for the provision of
n Systems; the band from
ide, which could allow for

dozens of different conventional television signals to
be tansmitted, or even for the tansmission oia num_
ber of wideband HDTV transmisions, each of which
might take up perhaps 1
form. The availability of
width should also make
digital television pictures; we saw when considering
the digital studio standard, CCIR Recommendatioi
601, that some 216 Mbit/s of data wererequired, need_
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Once a television signal is in digital form it may be
regarded as any other digital signal, merely a set of
numbers appropriately placed in a large computer
store, and such signals can be processed by computer
circuitry which was originally intended for 'number
crunching' applications. As we have seen already, the
numbers to be 'crunched'when dealing with digital
television are large, but modern computer chips can
cope with the data rates involved. Treating digitised
television pictures as numbers in a computer allows for
the generation of the many special e{fects that seem to
be indispensable to today's 'withit' programme direc-
tor by the application of mathematical processes to the
numbers in the field stores, but it is the wider implic-
ations of this Rpe of treatment that are likely to a{fect
the future of HDTV as we know it.

Digital Storage-The Frame Store
Throughout the 1980s the possibility of using complex
signal processing in the receiver in order to provide
improved displays was well known, but the cost of the
necessary field stores proved too great to allow for
their incorporation in domestic receivers As the fabri-
cation skills of the semiconductor manufacturers con-
tinue to improve, with line thicknesses down to 0.5
microns now feasible, the amount of digital storage
that can be squeezed onto one chip continues to
increase, year by year, with 1990 seeing single chips
containing 16 Megaby.tes being developed in research
laboratories, and X-ray fabrication promising line
widths of less than one tenth of a micron in a year or
two's time. As the amount of storage per chip rises so

the cost per bit stored falls. Although the 'ten dollar
frame store' has become somewhat mythical in the
industry because it has been promised for so long, the
early 1990s are likely to see the cost of frame stores
reduced sufficiently that manufacturers can afford to
incorporate them into the'top of the range'television
receivers, and already a few receivers of this type are on
the market.

HDTV - Already Passe?
As we have studied the various possibilities for provid-
ing HDTV in the next few years we have seen that virtu-
ally all the different proposals are merely extensions
and developments of existing methods of creating and
tansmitting television signals; indeed, when discuss-
ing the European EUREI(A EU95 approach to HDTV
and some of the American proposals, we made a posi-

tive virtue out of the fact that the systems were step by
step developments of current systems. The trouble
with this approach is that any new system is likely to
retain some of the basic disadvantages of its predeces-

sors. Since present day colour television systems are
virtually all based on systems that first saw the light of
day in the 1950s, there is a certain amount of truth in
the allegation that most current HDTV plans are
merely replacing the technology of the 1940s with that
of the 1980s, whereas we shall be well into the nineties
before HDTV reaches our homes, and probably well
into the next century before HDTV becomes the norm.
Every scientifically inclined schoolboy knows that the
current method of sending television signals is wasteful
and that the piciure signal contains much redundancy;
if wewere starting completely from scratch we would
surely not send virtually the same picture every t'wenty-
fifth of a second, we would merely send the small
amount of information needed to update the changes
that occur in the picture from one irame to the next. It
is this type of thinking that is leading to the adoption of
computer techniques in attempts to provide the HDTV
systems for the next century, and it may well turn out
that the HDTV systems we are cunently having such
trouble in sorting out are quickly overtaken by these
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have now gone fur-
ther along this road,
and Nicholas Neg-
roponte of their
Media Laboratory
has been quoted as

saying 'the TV set
will probably have
50 Megaby'tes of
random access
memory and run at
40 to 50 millions of
instructions per sec-
ond'. This is basi-
cally the equivalent
of today's 'super-
computers', such as

the Cray, and
although such
figures might seem
incredible it is gen-
erally accepted that
within the next five
or six years this level
of computing power
will be available for
image processing in

new techniques as we move through the next decade; if
the current HDTV systems have not become well
enough established by then some of them may never
reach the market.

HDTV - Just Another
Computer Program?
No matter how we dress up the ideas for new HDTV
systems, we cannot get away from the fact that they all
require computer storage and processing circuitry in
the receiver if HDTV images are to be displayed, and
this means that the dividing line between television
engineering and computer technology is now becom-
ing blurred. The computing power to be found inside
current HDTV receivers is substantial when compared
with the small amounts that have previously been
required, for teletext and the like, but it is still small
when compared with advanced computers. Engineers
who have grown up in computing, rather than in
broadcasting, are now starting to think about adopting
a different appioaeh to HDTV;whynot forgetthe exist-
ing television receiver circuitry, which has over the last
fifty years evolved from its prehistoric (well, almost!)
predecessors which had glowing valves and turret tun-
ers , and instead consider the television receiver as a
powerful computerwith a high quality display? We saw
in an earlier article in this series that researchers from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology favoured
'smart receivers', having an 'open architecture'; they

receivers, and that the cost could be within the reach of
many consumers.

Consider what happens if such computing power
is put into the centual stage of the MIT 'smart' receiver
discussed in the previous article. As well as being able
to deal with incoming signals from the usual sources
the receiver would be able to take digital tansmissions
directly into its computer section, and would be able to
provide sufficient processing power to synthesize a
high definition picture from many different input sig-
nals. Digital compact disc video players which hold
their data in a highly compressed form could again be
connected directly to the digital bus, and the processor
could provide cinema quality pictures on the screen.
HDTV pictures could be produced from a wide range
of different input sources, the appropriate computer
program being used to turn the incoming signals into
the best possible displayed images; the viewer select-
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ing an HDTV programme could have his actions mir-
rored by the receiver automatically selecting the
appropriate computer program in the processor!

Telecommunications And HDTV
We have so far considered various possible sources of
digital television signals,,from satellite and wideband
cabled distribution neturorks to compact discs, but
there is an even more likely contender lurking in the
wings. In many parts of the world the telecommunic-
ations authorities are currently upgrading the existing
analogue telephone networks to digital form, which
will not only improve the quality of the received signals
but will also allow for the introduction of many new
services and facilities. One of the first stages is the
introduction of ISDN, the Integrated Services Digital
Neturork, which can generally provide two telephone
channels and a limited amount of data transmission
(typically 64 or L28 Kbit/sec) using the standard cop-
per telephone cables to bring the services into the
home or office. There is insufficient.d3ta capacity in
the ISDN to transmit standard television signals, but
already plans are being laid throughout the world for
the eventual intuoduction of digital broadband
networks which would be capable of carrying digital
HDTV signals as well as all the telephone based ser-
vices. The organisation of data for use in transmission
networks such as these broadband ISDN neh,vorks has
already been well documented by the lnternational
Standards Organisation OSl, and the architecture for
information transfer is expressed as a seven layer
model. An advantage of using a layered model is that it
enables the various parts of the transmission and pro
cessing system that will be required for HDTV to be
separated so that any particular difficulties may be iso-
lated and dealt with separately.

The transmission of HDTV signals can be seen as
just another application which needs data to be trans-
mitted from one place to another, in our case, from stu-
dio to veiwer's home. Figure 2 shows the various layers
as they are defined for telecommunications use, on the
left and right hand arms of the diagram, whilsttheways
in which each of the layers might be seen to corre-
spbnd with an HDTVsystem are shown in the centre of
the diagra ather abstract approach
allows us t DTV signals that may be
transmitte ormats, andwhich, after
processing may be turned into several different types
of display, making use of the open architecture
receiver techniques that were discussed earlier

The seventh layer of the model is concerned with
the use of information at application level, ef.f.ectively
the output from the system, or the input from the
source, depending upon the point of view; it is called
the'application'layer, and this represents HDTVin our
case.

The sixth layer, called the 'presentation' layer, is
the layer which is concerned with the conversion and
presentation of information For our purposes this
includes such things as the number ar rd layout of the
pixels which will make up the eventual display (i.e the
active pixels), the number of lines in the picture, the
colorimetry of the display, and its aspect ratio.

The fifth layer, known as the 'session' layer, is
concerned with the selection of information and
access to it; for us this means the rate at which pictures,
as defined in level six, pass through the system. Since
in television similar pictures will often occur one after
the other, which allows some spatial/temporal pro
cessing to be carried out, it is usual in this context to
consider pictures as though they were grouped in
'frames', although it is important to note that this use of
the word 'frame' is subtly different from the normal
usage, which can lead to confusion In the present case

a frame may be made up of any whole number of pic-
tures, and if we take the case of a standard 2:1 inter-
laced picture as an example, we would consider this as
having two pictures per frame, each one coded so that
only every alternate line was tiansmitted.

The top three layers, five, six, and seven, are
essentially transparent to the data, ie data transfer
takes place in the same manner, whatever the type or
source of the original data. Any standards conversions
that may be necessary take place in the lower levels,
which can be considered as interfaceswhich definethe
logical and physical ways in which the information will
be carried from transmission source through the fuans-
mission path to the eventual display.

As Figure 2 indicates, the fourth layer, kansport,
is concerned with the identificafion of groups of data,
which for our television application means concemed
with coding and formatting the video information. It is
in this area that any bandwidth reduction that is
needed, for instance to convert a high bandwidth stu-
dio signal to a signal which can be transmitted over a
netruork of lower bandwidth, is carried out; another
way of looking at this layer is as the area where the
matching of the video bit rate to the channel band
width is carried out. We mentioned in the previous par-
agraph the concept of pictures being transmitted in
'frames' with regard to the session layer, but it is inter-
esting to consider that level four can be used to provide
bandwidth reduction, and since the use of interface
can be considered as a simple form of bandwidth
reduction, vertical subsampling of a progressively
scanned picture in level four could be one means of
achieving an interlaced picture.

The lowest levels, three (network), two (data link),
and one (physical), represent interfaces between
source, transmission and display, and different inter-
faces can be defined for different transmission require-
ments, whilst the transparent nature of the higher
levels means that a common studio production stand-
ard or at least a common studio interface standard
could be achieved. This idea would enable different
scannin g f ormats, su ch as 50H z and 60Hz teleyision to
be used, so long as the information in the sixth (presen-
tation) layer could be agreed upon, so that appropri-
ate data formattinQ could take place in level four.

This necessarily brief overview of the use of the
ISO seven layer model and its possible applications to
television is not meant to be anything more than an
introduction to the idea that the coming of truty digitat
television could enable huge shides to be taken tow-
ards world standardisation.

The Ultimate Goal - HDTV
Wittrout Standards.
The basic concept ofthe television system ofthe future
being all digital and utilising computer data tansfer
methods and receivers which are totally different from
today's, should allow for the dream of a universal tele-
vision system to be realised. If tomorrow's receiver is
'merely' a supercomputer on a few chips with a vast
choice of separate or integrated high quality displays
available to suit every living room and pocket, then no
matter what type of digital data is fed into itthe compu-
ter wilI be able to sythesize the best picture possible
from the available data. Taking this scenario we are
ellectively letting technology carry out the work that
has so {ar failed to be satisfactorily achieved by the
world's standards committees; in a world where we
have become used to allowing the computer to carry
out repetltive tasks so that people can be freed for
more cerebral activities, surely this computerised
approach to HDTV, rather than interminable argu-
ments about whose system is best, represents the real
way forward.
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CQ-CQ 9cm Will Do
f I f ith reference to Geoff Heys'
Ulf article on Amateur Micro-
wave Equipment (ETI July 91),
may I first thank him for a concise
introductory article on some
aspects of amateur microwave
activites. A veritable 'quart in a

pint pot' eflort - well done, I

wouldn't have attempted it.
I use some aspects advisedly.

Accepting that it is impossible to
comprehensively review such a
wide radio-spectrum allocation in
four pages of text and figures,
there are inevitably unintentional
omissions. This is particularly true
at a time when amateur experi-
mentaition is burgeoning because

A lthouqh we receive your
Arnugu,n" rarer rnan mosl
being overseas, we would like to
thank you for an excellent maga-
ane.

In the advent of PC board
design CAD systems it is now easy
to design a PC board layout. One
problem though is how do you
make good quality positives chea-
ply? If they are made commer-
cially they cost a {ortune. How can
it be made cheaply? Could you
please publish an article on the
topic. I would build a lot of pro-
jects if I could make the photo-

! have in front of me, the June
I1991 issue of ET[. I would just
like to say that it is most refreshing
to see an electronics magazine
prepared to tackle the more
mathematical side of the subject,
when so many of your competi-

ETI SEPTEMBER I991

of new, inexpensive devices, such are available from the American
as surplus GaAs FETs, satellite TV Radio Relay League and the Ger-
dishes and LNBs, to say nothing man Amateur Radio Club. There
of amateur-generated, advanced is also a ten-issues per year infor-
technology microstip PCB mal'MicrowaveNewsletter'avail-
designs. able from the RSGB. Naturally I

Two questions I often get recommend the UK information,
asked are: "Where can I get infor- since there may be difficulty in
mation on microwave designs?'l.,.-obtaining some American or
and "Where can I get microwave Europeanparts,particularlysemi-
components?". May I be permit- conductors.
ted to answer these questions via The second is reasonably easy
your column? to answer. The RSGB Microwave

The first is easy to answer. committee runs a limited service
There is now a comprehensive to resource many of its own
three volume Microwave Hand- designs and also maintains a list
book published by the Radio ofothersupplierspreparedtosell
Society of Great Britain. Others on a 'one-off' basis. Whilst these

sheets is more than adequate for
proto-typing needs. If you happen
to know a nearby printer or t5tpe-

setter you might be able to negoti-
ate with them for small amounts.
From then on the rest is easy. The
great bags of developer will last a

cosiderable time. I used to cut up
a piece of film, put into my 35mm
SLR camera, take the shot of the
paper positive, develop into the
negative, put into an enlarger and
enlarge up to the same size for the
final positive.

Another trick but by no means
anwhere near as satis{actory is

services are intended primarily for
RSGB members, we are always
willing to assist wherever we can.
If any of your readers are inter-
ested, I would suggest they drop
me a line (with an SAE please)
and I will t4r to ensure that the
information required is made
available.
Mike Dixon G3PFR,
Chairman, RSGB,
Microwave Committee,
'If,Ioodstock', Gazg^ Bank,
Norley, Warrlngton,
Cheshlre tlIA6 ELL

by the use of thermal transparen-
cies. The paper positive is fed into
a thermal copier machine with
heat sensitive celluloid and out
comes a useable positive film.
Combining two exposed sheets
will give a greater contrast.

It has been suggested that ETI
publishes the foils on acetate
sheet. This is a great idea and
would save a lot of work but again
the cost is too high for us in pro-
duction terms. - Ed

CQ On Video Tbo
B ;ff ",":,t::[i*'"'*1 fi I
people with hobbies similar to my
own are somewhat thin on the
ground. In fact the people that I

already know, regardless of their
age, have no creative hobbies or
interests whatsoever; this applies
whether they are in paid occup-
ations or not. Now that I have
more time to spend on hobbies,

which have expanded since my
retirement, it would be more satis-
fying and stimulating to exchange
ideas and experiences with other
people who have hobbies of mut-
ual interest.

My main hobbies are radio
and electonics, with particular
emphasis on DX (long.distance)
reception of radio and television
signals; I am also very active with

positives cheaply.
A D Carstens, South
Africa

A very good question Mr Carst-
ens. There are a few suppliers of
special positive making kits but
alas they too tend to be expensive.
The problem centres around
obtaining lithographic film (the
sort that develops to give com-
pletely dark and transparent
areas)in small quantities. The
individual does not want and can-
not afford to buy a box of 100 xA3
or 44 size sheets. One or two

creative tape recording, both
audio and video.

It would be nice to correspond
with like-minded people, initialty
by letter but subsequently on C60
cassettes through the post; aver-
age inland postage for a C60 is

only about 35 pence, and airmail
postage to North America about
f.1.00. Even home videos (VHS-
C) using EC30 cassettes can be

managed to cover the use o{
Laplace variables to solve the
design of C-R networks for a given
response. As a student of elec-
tronic engineering, I found this
most interesting - the mythical 's'
variable is useful after all!

All in all, a very well balanced
magazine; not frightened off by
mathematics!
M J Pomeroy, Lichfteld.

exchanged in this way. If inter-
ested readers would care to write
to me, initially, I would happily
compile the first tape (stereo) and
start the ball rolling.
lvor Nathan,
4O Orchard Ave,
Southgate,
London N14 4ND

Not So Easy PC

Maths - No koblem
tors are simply turning into listings
of projects

In particular, I am referring to
the article regarding the design of
RIAA equalisation networks.
Although the article consisted of
only a double page spread, it
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and sound proc€ssing €qi.dpment

Ou,erall And Master
ntrollers

l the ti :exist:
encea eques
which boast variabte-spped tumtables,
VCA-contuolled mixing desks, digital

:

, .$adly, luminaires:and lightlng conbollers, as far
as the mobile DJ is concemed, seem in the main to be
lockedin the
shoes'and th
are sometim

SOUND TO LIGHT
(oPTlONAL)

CYCLIC CBOSSFADE
(oPTroNAL)

Fig. 1 Block diagram of Nighfighter
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The sensor switch is an optional unit, connected

, The Master
item of the three

The Master
assernblies.three

't0k

'0v

R2
10k

.0v

R3
't 0k

-0v LEDs ARE II,ITEGRAL W|TH
PUSH-BUTTONS PBI-PB8

'l0k

.0v

PB6
CHASE BURST' R6

10k

-0v

SOUND
LIGHT'

+5V

PL1
PB7,CROSSFADE'

MAN AUTO
AUTO SOUND
SOUND LED
X-FADE LED
SOUND LIGHT LED
Q1

o0
CHASE LED
CHASE BURST LED
+5V
OV

0v

PB8,SOUND-LIGHT'
R8
10k

-0v

h.H NOTE:
lc1,2 = 4027
O1-8 = 8C549
D1-8 = 1N4148
LED1,3,5-8 = 0.1in GBEEN
LED2,4=01inRED PL,I TO PFOCESSOR

BOARD

R17
10K

R18
3308

LED5 ,

Fig.3 Diagram of Mode Selection board

0v
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NOTE:
lcl = 556
lc2 = 4027
o1-5 = 8C549
Dl,2 = 1N4148
LEDl,5 = 0.1|n RED
LE02,3,6 = 0.lin cHEEN
LED4 = 0.1in YELLOW

R7
tok

R8
1M0

- +5V
0v

F9
10k

cl
68n

PBl
SEO SELECT

,DOWN'

R10
lMO

LEDS ARE INTEGRAL WITH
BUSHBUTTONS PB1-PB6

P83
SEO REPEAT

PB5.STANDBY'

PLl TO MAIN
PROCESSOR
BOARD PL3

+5V
DOWN CLK

LED
LED

CLK
cLt(

c3,4 AFE r00n
DECOUPLING CAPACITOBS

Fig.4 Sequence select output control board

R11
't 0k

R12
330R

LEDl
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follow-
utlined,
efrvee

diodes are soldered on bpth sldes of th€.FCB,

rnounted using
ThePSUboard
b;th 6vA and
tuoller PSU req

-

.Y

-

,N
F\j-

--
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-
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PL2 TO OUTPUT
SWITCH BOARD

0v
0v

+5V
+12V
LEDl
LED2
LED3
LED4
LED5
LED6
LEDT
LEDS

DISPLAY 1
.REPEAT RATIO'

NOTE:
lC'l-3 = 4511
o1-8 = 8C549
DISP1-3 = 0.3in COMM CATH
LED1-8 = 0.2in BED LED

PL'I TO
PROCESSOR

BOAHD

DD
DC
DB
DA
B1

DD
DC
DB
DA
DC
DB
DA

+5V Rl7-35
ALL 33OR

DISPLAY 2
,SEOUENCE RUNNING'LSB

Fig. 5 Channel Monitor and Display board

DISPLAY 3
,SEOUENCE RUNNING'MSB
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rail monitor LED's are still illuminated, the front panel
should be awash with glowing or flashing LED's.

Press each pushbutton in tum, except the
CLOCK 'SOUND' and check that the associated LED
lights or flashes. Select MAN.SEQ SELECT on the
MODE SELECTION board, CHASE and AUTO
CLOCK. Now press the UP or DOWN SEQ.SELECT
buttons on the right hand panel until the SEQUENCE
RUNNING display shows 00 (there is no reset-on-
switch-on circuitry). All eight LED channel monitors
should be on. Pressing UP or DOWN SEQ.SELECT
pushbuttons should advance the SEQ,RUNNING dis-
play one step if the button is released and at a rate of
about 4Hz if the button is held down for more than
about a second. The LED should flash forthe duration
of the keypress. Select one of the lower sequences (1-
10) and advance the SPEED control ensuring that the
sequence steps correctly at all speeds. Turning the
speed control fully anticlockwise should halt the dis-
play. Check that pressing the STROBE button forces a
sequence between 00 and 39 and that the output is in
STANDBY mode. Select AUTO SEQ.SELECT and
the UP or DOWN LED will be constantly on. The
SEQ.RUNNING display will alter in this direction.
Pressing the REPEAT SEQUENCE button will enable
the REPEAT displaywhich will show 1,2,4,8 and blank
on consecutive keypresses whilst causing the present
sequence running to repeat the same number of times.

Pressing CROSSFADE or SOUND TO LIGHT
will cause the display to blank. Finally connect an
audio signal source of nominal line level to AUDIO

INPUT jack socket JK1 and adjust the multi-turn trim-
mer on the Trigger board for a voltage of approxi-
mately 2.5V on pin 13 of IC2 on this board. The
SOUND CLOCK LED should be pulsing to the beat of
the music - if this is not the case, PR1 should be care-
fully adjusted for a satisfactory response.

Now, with the speed control turned fully anti-
clockwise until the switching click is heard, select
SOUND CLOCK on a sequence between 01 and 10.
Now adjust PR3 on the higger board until the sequ-
ence advances neatly (on the bass beat) one step at a
time with no tendency to double-step.

The final trim is for the flash rate of the
STANDBY LED, PR2 being adlusted accordingto per-
sonal preference. The unit is now fully set up.

Next month we shall deal with the front and rear
panel details, interconnections and with the Triac
Switching Board which enables us to improve the pres-

HOW IT WORKS

TOOPT|ONAL
SOUND TO LIGHT

PL'I

TO REMOTE
DISABLE JK2

CH€
cH7
cH6
cH5
cH4

CHl IN

-10v
+1 0V

PL2 TO MAIN
PROCESSOR PI2

PL5 TO COI'TNECTOR
BOARD

AGC

STANDBY/GO
cH8
cH7 tt{
CH6 IN
cHs
cH4
cH3
cH2
cHr

PL6 TO
TRIAC BOARD

+5V
0v

PL TO OPfIONAL
cRossFADE PL3

++15V
l- 

",T toonI -,.,cH8
cH7
cH6
cH5
CH4IN
CH3IN
cH2 lt{
cHl

+lOV
NC
0v

0v
Fig.6 Output switch board
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ent power-handling capability oI the unit from SLED's
to 6kW oI mains powered lighting. We shall also look
at the bolt-on goodies for the Master Controller,
namely the Sound to Light board and the Cyclic Cross-
fade. The final part of the article will feature the Sensor
Switch touch panel and a ferl hints on how to confi-

gure the separate units as a working system.
The author has let it be known that patents have

been applied for on the Nightfighter system.

NOTE:
|C1,2 = LM324
lC3 = NE5s32
lC4 = 4093
lC5 = 4047
Ql,3 = VN1210L
O2,4 = AC549C
Dl-6 ='1N4148

R5 R6
100k 100k

c3
5n6

+5V
+12V

-12V
oscd47

10k

-0v

Fig.7 Bass beat trigger

tc2

lea

01

BXU

PARTS LIST
P$U BCARD

NESEIffi
Rl;l ?408

f,31,5 lk
ffi 3$ff
R73 1k

Pn12 5[

cAr[cmm
Ct,f,3 lpktroUth
01,6,6g$g flerBl€ser

sffrcN0ucmns
lc1 7m5

$crew hrminals 1 ofl 2-way PC screw brminal PCB Mim

weshercr insulating bushes for regulators.

BASSBEATTHGGEB

sEMtcoilDrtrTofisrc1,2 1M324

lc3 NE5532

[4 4093

lc5 Ml
01,3 VN1210{-

02,4 BC54C

01"6 1Mr48

RES]ST0ffi

R1,2;1i 43t

R3,i,CI21,2s9 22k

n45fi48 loor

RB20 Sok
f9,21 180R

R1 1,13,14,23,25,2032,

40,41,44,45/6/7 10k

11215,24,11 4k7

R16,28 2k7

R18^S,S 1k

BB 1K2

m133 mk
ff35-$7 3M3

r.i430T

LMSN
1N4m2

40V,2A8ridgn Rectitor

"fl'0 FeBnurnling'liansfuimer(see tod br

,, idfi3.tltq/pC
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NOTEi
tct = 7805
lc2 = LM3i7T
lc3 = LM3itTT
01 = 1N4003
Dl = 1N4002
LED1,2 = 0.21n YELLOW
LED3 = 0.21n cREEN
8R1,2 = 2A lOOV BRIDGE RECTIFIERS

-10v
+t0V
+5V
0v
0v
AC

NEUTRAL
120

R1
2rl0R

c8
100n

PR1
5k0

Fig.8 Power supply unit

Rffi,43 , ,4M7 .. i . :
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ranging ftom blue to red. The blue photons are asso-
ciated with more energy (shorter wavelength ), and the
red photons with less energy (longer wavelength). We
cannot tons with sli han
the blu ultra violet our
skin is them as th will

rcanwes
the red
rays give

tion therefore represents only a very small portion of
the so called 'electuomagnetic spectrum. Table 1
describes tlrpical data of the visible spectum.

colour wavelength (nm) photon energy {eV)

red {limit)

red

0range

yellow

green

cyan

blue

violet (limit)

700

650

600

580

550

500

450

400

1.77

1.91

2.06

2.14

2.25

2.48

2.75

3.1 0

lhe Physia of how we
ee by Douglas Clarkson.

ithout light from the sun the world,s
agriculture would fail. Light provides
appreciation of colour and form.
Light is therefore very important to
life but is so often taken for granted.

Table 1: Typical Data of the visible spectrum
The visible spectum is, as it were, sandwiched in

a very small
trum. While
are essential
tedstics of light, it tends to be the wavelength which is
used to describe its features.

Towards the high energy end ofthe photon range,
photons exist with energies in excess of millions of
electon volts (gamma rays) while towards the lower
energy range, photons have energies of millionths of
electon volts (ultra long wave

Figure 1 shows the tlpical
an incandescent lamp. The spe
ever is not itself entirely constant or static. The exact
spectum will be influenced by the time of day and
direction of light, eg if from the north or south. ihis is
why sensitive colour differentiation, for example of
textiles, requires to be undertaken in association with

tion or bending of shorterwavelengths takes place and
the light has a greater dominance of red.

degree of colour constancy, where colour appreciation
is relatively independent of the specfual content of
incident light.

This article reviews a broad range of topics related to
light and vision generally and looks at current so called
'artificial retinas' to get a flavour of where current
research in this field is heading. The subject matter,
covers a range of disciplines including those of physics,
optics, biology and neurobiology to name but a feu
No single branch oI science has a monopoly of interest
in this specialty.

About Light
Light is made up of small bundles or packets of energy
called photons. While the light from some sources-is

as or in
m th a light
colo n nor-

In the rainbow or by the"auJtsion of a prism, ,white

light' is revealed to be a spectrum o..p.eid of colours



The blue of the sky is caused by scattering of light
by molecules of the atmosphere. This scattering effect
is greater for shorter wavelengths of light such as the
blue. In fact if an observer looks at the blue sky, all the
blue light that he sees is scattered light. An observer on
the moon which has no atmosphere, looking up would
only see a black 'sky' and the bright disc of the sun.

There is a broad range of subjective feeling about the
psychological elfect of colour on the individual. Most
of this is not given very much in the way of scientific
importance. Some investigators have claimed to have
determined a direct link between a lighting environ-
ment and physiological factors such as blood levels of
calcium. There is an indication, for example, that too
much artificial fluorescent light is not healthy. No
doubt a lot more work still needs to be done in this
area.

Perhaps in the future, colour schemes will be
selected not purely on the basis of social fashion but
according to some as yet undetermined colour ther-
apy code. This is an area where such research has still
to become respectable It is a curious point of view
however, to allow pre-judging of areas of scientific
investigation. In the past this has consistently been
shown to slow the process of the development of a
broad scientific understanding of the world around us.

It is quite true to say that people see colours
because the eye detects the different mixes and con-
centrations of colours reflected from objects. The
actual mechanisms which bring this about are still
poorly understood but this area of research is one of
the mostinterestingsince it is providing clues aboutthe
way in which the brain itself is functioning. This topic
will be explored in a later section in more detail.

Bods and Cones
The eye as shown in Figure 2a is very much like a
camera where the retina is the light sensitive 'film'.
Figure 2b shows the skucfure of the retina. Light has in
fact to travel through the outer layer of cells before it
reaches the photosensive area. Nature has designed
these cells to be transparent.

The retina consists of up to ten layers of which the
first three, photoreceptor (rods and cones), horizontal
and bipolar cells (in inner nuclear layer) are better
understood. The function of the amacrine cell (in inner
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Fig.3 Relative response of rod and cone cells to
wavelengths of light
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nuclear layer) and ganglion cells layers are as yet

something of a mystery.
The photoreceptor cells are of two distinct types

- rods and cones. The rods are used for low level
vision (night vision) and have no perception of colour.
The cones are less sensitive than rods but provide the
sensation of colour.

Figure 3 shows the relative response of the rods
and cones as a function of wavelength oI light. The
daylight sensing (photopic) cones have a maximum
sensitivity at around 555nm and the night vision
(sctopic) rods a mafmum sensitivity at around
5l2nm. The rod cells are approximately 2.5 times as

sensitive as the cone cells at their respective peak
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FEEDBACK
REStSTOn

PHOTODIOOE

PHOTODIODE CINCU1T

Fig.4 Typical circuit of photodetector

400 0.0004 0.0093420 0.m40 0.@66440 0.0230 0.3281460 0,0600 0.5670480 0.1390 0.8390

500 0.3230 0.9820

520 0.7100 0.9350540 0.9540 0.65m
560 0.9950 0.3288

5m 0.8700 0.1212
600 0.6310 0.0312620 0.3810 0.0074

Bto 0.1750 0.0015

660 0.0610 0.0003680 0.0320 0.m01700 0.0041 0.0000

Light Measurement
measurement -
late to absolute
metric measure-

ments which relate to perceived brightness and illumi_
nation.

ill be o_
since in
nt in

The Lumen
The Lumen is basically a definition of an

'amount'of light. In 1979 the Lumen was redefined as
'the amount of light of monochromatic radiation
who-se frequency is 540 x 1012H2 and whose power is
1/683 watt'.

It can probably be inferred that the definition of
the Lumen has undergone may changes in its history.
The initial definition of the Lumen related to the
amount of light incident upon a one square mete sur_
face at a distance of one metre from a standard candle
made from the_oil of the sperm whale. In very simplistic
terms, a candle can be imagined to be a souice of
approximately 12 lumens (surface area of sphere at
one mebe :4n).

Thus i be imagined to
radiate out power, then the
amount of I uch a definition
is adapted to air, one watt of monochromatic radiation
of 555nm is equivalent to 683 Lumens.

Recalling the data
ciated with a green phot
2.25xl.6x101e Joules.

are indicated.
Measurements of the relative brightness of light

sources need to involve consideration of the relatile
spectral sensitivity of the eye. Normally the cone

Table 2: Spectral luminous effi"""y r"lr"" of
normalised rod and cone reaponsoa

Lumlnouc Efficacy
Where the light output of a source spans a range of
wavelengths, which is typicallythe case, then theJff"._

In fluorescent light sources, short ulfua violet

WAVELENGTH (nml

Fig.5 Absorption curves for pigmented cone cells

wavelengths released by the gas discharge process sti-
mulate emission of longer wavelengthJdue to excit_
ation of special phosphors. Radiation in the infra red
part of the speckum cannot, however, be converted in
this way to visible light.

In the era of awareness of the greenhouse effect
there is increased drive to improve the luminous effi_
cacy of light sources. It also improves the domestic
budget.



The Lux
While the lumen is a useful measure of the total
amount of light output of a light source, most local
measurements of light refer to the illuminance where
this is expressed in lumens per square metre - a unit
called the ltx. Taking the example of a point source of
light of sftength 1000 lumens, if this is distibuted over
a surface area of 10 square metres, then the average

illuminance will be 100 lux. The lux therefore refers to
levels of perceived brightness through linkage to the

Lumen.
Table 3 outlines typical values of illuminance cur-

rently recommended in the UK.

Vhual Task Lux value

litrle ditficulty (eg stores) 200

ordinary tasks (eg general offices) 400

some diffictlty (eg business machlnes) 600

fne detail (eg tailoringl 900

very fine detail (eg gem cutling) up to 3000

Table 3: Typicalvalues of illuminance currently
recommended in the UK

The human eye can adapt over a broad range o{
values of illuminance. Values of illuminance as high as

60,000 lux can be experienced in direct sunlight. Even

an overcast but bright sky can have a value as high as

10,000 lux. Even the rods begin to fail when light levels

fall to around one lux.
A range of instruments can be used to measure

light levels. Light sensitive materials such as cadmium
sulphide and selenium have been extensively used. It is

important thai such devices have an appropriate wave-

length response to match that of the cone receptors.

Photodiodes are finding increasing application in
the measurement of light. So called 'eye response'

diodes are now available which provide the required

wavelength sensitivity. This is implemented by use of a

specific filter in association with a standard character-

lstic photodiode. A typical circuit is shown in Figure 4.

When light photons are incident on the detector, cur-

rent is induced in the diode. [n the circuit shown, the
non-inverting input of the operational amplifier is

grounded and this ties the inverting input to ground. A
timming element is usually required in order to cancel

the 'dark current' flowing in the diode. Current gener-

ated in the photodiode passes to ground and after
passing through the gain resistor the voltage at the out-
put rises. A range of gains would be necessary to cover
the typical ranges required for light measurement.

Photodiodes are very linear over a broad range of out-
put intensity levels.

Colour Perception Theories
The hichromatic theory of colour perception was first
expounded by Thomas Young in 1801 and developed
by the German scientist Hermann von Helmholtz

some 50 years later. Young proposed that the percep-

tion of colour arose from the eye having three basic

tlpes of colour receptor - blue, green and red. The

theory has been essentially proved experimentally by
direct obsenration of retinal function although it is

understood that the eye can also show sensitivity to
colour opposites like green and not red or red and not
green.

The magnificent ability of the eye to detect colour
should, however, never be underestimated. It is consid-

ered, for example, that the eye can discern over
10,000,000 separate colours.

Colour vision is principally derived from the fact
that cones have certain wavelength specific pigment
filters. Figure 5 showswhat is considered to be thetypi-
cal wavelength absorption of three sets of cones. There
is a blue type absorption (peak 1l45nm), a green type

ETI SEPTEMBER I99I

absorption (peak 535nm) and a red typ'e absorption
(peak 565nm)which has also a stong contribution in
yellow. These are described also as the S, M and L sets

for their sensitivity to short, medium and long wave-

lengths. On the basis of these curves, the eye would
appear to be better at resolving say blue from green

than green from red.
' This selective absorption is determined from pig-

ments within the cone cell. The absorption curves
indicate how much light is being absorbed by the cone.
The response of the cone to any absorbed light is not
specified but can be expected to be proportional to
amount of light absorbed. By contrast, the rods which
come into play in conditions of low light, have no dif-
ferent pigment filters and provide no colour sensitivity.

The process of establishing that there are cones

with specific spectral sensitivities does not immedi-
ately solve all problems of colour vision. For a specific
individual cone being stuck by a particular photon, in
terms of the excited signal, the cone does not knou/ if it
has detected a weak signal in a sensitive part of its
spectrum orqstrong signal in a less sensitive part of its

spectrum. The sensation of colour must be about rela-
tive perception of signal among groups of cones with
different colour sensitivities. This perception must also

take place independent of overall changes in intensity
over such sp<icific areas. The distibution and neural
linkage between the cones must therefore a key ele'
ment in colour perception.

The problem of colour blindness is related to the
nature of the cone pigmentations. About 8% of the
population, mostly male, is colour blind to some ext-

ent, This is caused by variations in the spectral
responses of the cone pigments. In some cases the M
or L set of cones may be missing altogether. Such indi-
viduals are said to have dichromatic vision. Loss of the
S cones is quite rare.

It is often stated that an individual with normal
trichromatic vision is discarding a great deal of per-
ceptual information. The world of colour as p etceived;
while rich and varied, may in fact be much richer than it
appears. Some species in nature, for example, have
quadchromatic vision where four separate colour
responses are used to encode colour information.

The analogy is often made that while in auditory
perception, sensory detection allows discrimination of
individual frequencies of sound, in colour perception a
great deal of information is being lost. Is this a result of
some economy of scale where it is more important to
be aware of the approach of a predator than become
dazzled with a hue appreciation of its luxuriant striped
coat?

Modern instruments such as the spectropho-
tometer can undertake an accurate analysis of the
spectal output of, for example, an artist's pigment as

shown in Figure 6. This is as it were a fingerprint of the
photons emerging from the source. The trace, how-

ever, does not give a subjective appreciation of colour.
The German physiologist Ewald Hering;pro-

posed what is termed the opponent theory of colour in
1878. This theory anticipated that colours were also

specifically sensed as opposites such as light-dark, red-
green and blue-yellow. It is generally accepted that
while the majority of colour perception is determined
by the trichromatic theory, the opponent theory also
plays a part in determining colour perception where
neural connection in the retina are sensitive to specific
colour differences.

Verification of this mode of visual sensing has in
fact been observed experimentally. The lateral geni-

culate nucleus (LGN) is a small region in the brain
where the optic nerve terminates before information is

tansmitted into the visual cortex. Using animal stud-
ies, it has been possible to determine the response to
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neural cell of the retina.
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has been caused by imprecise references to the separ-
ate processes of additive and subtractive mixing of
colours.

Understanding the Retina: Sili'
con Models
While systems for classification of colour have been
established for some time, there is still a long way to go

before a complete understanding of vision is obtained.
In particular, it is the degree of local processing which
takes place 'within the various layers of the retina
which is considered to hold the key to understanding
vision. The retina has special processes for enhancing
edges of stuuctures, for determining local contrast so

that feafures can be discerned both within shadows

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 x

Fig.9 Colour generation using three primary
colours

and brightly lit areas in the same field of view, Also, it
has mechanisms for hightighting moving edges.

Many of these features have been developed to a

high degree within the naturalworld for both the hun-

ter and the hunted as the excellent BBC book'Super-
sense' superbly describes. These mechanisms cannot
be understood within the coniext of individual cell

types operating independently. These functions are

derived from complex interaction between retinal cells

within specific layers - and across layers. The essential

first levels of signal processing are therefore under-
taken close to where the signals are iniiially detected

While the general principles of natural neural

connected systems had been appreciated for some

time, the very considerable complexity of such systems

had distanced practical modelling of such systems

even on a much humbler man-made scale. During the
1980's the study of artificial neural networks has made

considerable progress - so much so that there has

arisen a new feeling of confidence about developing

artificial systems to mimic (ever so crudely) the superb
designs of natural systems.

This confidence has given encouragement to var-

ious researchers to mimic natural neural networks

using VLSI circuits. The development of such hard-

ware based systems is, however, in its infancy.
The work of Caruer Mead in the USA in the fietd

of vision research has succeeded in simulating in a

crude man-made silicon neural network the basics of
vision. This approach gives a more satisfactory
approach than modelling of such artificial networks
using even the most powerful computers. For the class

of networks investigated, the 'training' of the network
is as it were 'fixed' - learning is not taking place.

A range of different photodetector arrays has

been developed using techniques ofVLSI integration.
A specific array of 50 by 50 photoreceptor elements
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has been constructed using a basic hexagonal local
structure where the value sensed by a single photore-
ceptor is compared with the weighted average of six
nearest neighbour sensor elements. This gives the
function of local adaption where the relative bright-
ness of a signal is referenced to the local average value
of brightness Also, the system has been designed to
respond to changes in signal level. Thus a static signal
area will eventualiy fade out as the signals in a specific
area become uniform. Increased information content
will therefore be associated with changing structures.

The gpical design of the photoreceptor, which
has a logarithmic response, is shown in Figure 10. This
function allows large variations in input light level to be
translated to a much smaller range in output.

When an initial image, is presented to the array,
the elements will initially reflect the maximum contast
across the static picture. In time and according to the
time constant of the amplifiers, the differences
betureen the individual photoreceptor elements will
decrease as the process of adaption is undergone.
Eventually thg.B-icture will fade. A {avourite trick is to
display an image o{ Abraham Lincoln to the array. An
initial sharp image progressively fades. When this
image is replaced with a uniform white background, a

negative image is produced where the greatest signal
corresponds to areas of previous low illumination.

Another party trick is to present the image of a
rotating windmill. The greatest contrast is presented at
the leading moving edge of the rotating blades.

It is interesting to note that one common form of
optical illusion can be observed with the crude silicon
retina. Where a lattice of black squares is observed
against a white background, grey spots can be
observeci in the white 'cross roads' area of the array.
This is because the retina estimates relative brightness
ol an area as a function of the brightness of its back-
ground. This illusion is in fact also picked up by the arti-
ficial retina.

It is estimated that before any practical use can be
made of such technology, the number of pixels would
have to be increased by a factor of about 100 - equiva-
lent to an array of 500 by 500 Also, these results with
an artilicial retina of this type are only demonstating
specific attributes of the real retina - that of adaption

(a) (b)

FigI0 Photoreceptor circuit

of vision and accentuation of moving objects. The real
retina has many surprises still in store The various the-

ories of colour perception are, for example, still have to
be resolved in terms of neuron connection and interac-
tion. It is likely that for some time to come, even the
most advariced artificial retinas will not implement
colour vision, although models of how attributes of
colour vision may be implemented will be constructed.

The economy of energy which Nature is able to
bring to bear on the function of the retina is remark-
able. Modern electronic technology has reduced the
energy required to implement a single digital opera-
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tion to about 10'e of a Joule. A single operation in a
neuron within the retina will typically only expend
about 10'16 Joule.

There is at present considerable activity in deve-
loping arti{icial neural networks ,in silicon,. These
implement either
a combination of
cuits for its compl
that conventiona
runs contary to their training in on
of data. The natural solutions are Iul
and considerable research is b to
implement new technologies which will allow more
effectle copy of Nature's designs to be undertaken.

What the development with the silicon retina
demonstrates
undertaken at
tection is takin
local adaption
for massively powerful digital computers.

The initial 50 x 50 element array
with local signal processing can b to the

A significant part of the brain is understood to
provide a connectivity function - the cabling as itwere
between message processing centres in the ctrtex. The
cortex can be mapped out according to specific func-
tions, but it is difficult to anticipate mechanisms of lin-
kage ofneurons of ory s is
why the study of t i. 

"*sophisticatedvisua sys bl;
to achieve insight into the problem. The actual process
which allows individuals to see, is poorly understood.

olution is like a jigsaw puzzle where
been identified ,but where putting

r is a very complex task.

Summary

stated by the work of Carver Mead and his associates.
While so much has been found out about light

and perception, no doubt many more surprises await
discovery.

Further Reading:
Seeing and the eye: an introduction to vision; Hugh

Begbie.
Light and colour: a brief survey, Francis A. Jenkins and

Harvey F. White.
Light and colour in nature and art, S. J. Williamson

and Herman Z. Cummins_
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A I{eou Proposalfor Digital Music
Entertainment

s co-inventor of the Compact Disc (CD),
Sony has been the driving force behind a
music medium that, for the first time,
provided consumers with high-quality
digital sound reproduction in a wear-

resistent, fast-access, convenient format. Since its
introduction in 1982, in less than a decade, the CD has
grown to become the preferred format for the home
music enthusiast.

Moreover, as the needs of home music enthu-
siasts continue to evolve, the CD {ormat has the capa-
bility of evolving to meet those needs. For example, the
industry has already seen dramatic improvements in
digital encoding, which have resulted in higher-resolu-
tion CD master tapes. Additional enhancements to the
CD format are also being realized, as witnessed by
expansion of the medium from a pure audio Iormat
into a multimedia produci like CD-ROM and CD-I.

But in today's highlysegmented music market, no
single audio format can meet every consumer's needs.
Hence, since 1986, Sony Corporation has been work-
ing on a new digital format designed to meet the needs
of the personal audio marketplace, The result of this
research and development effort is the new digital Mini
Disc (MD). Targeted for market inhoduction in late
\992, the MD offers consumers the sound quality,
quick random access, and durability of optical media,
such as CD. At the same time, it offers the portability,
recordability, and shock resistance associated with the
analogue cassette.

In short, the MD format has been created to meet
the needs of personal music entertainment in the
fufure. Based on an array of new technologies, the digi-
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tal Mini Disc is poised to become an important new
product.

A New personal Music Format
The SonyMD system is the result of efforts to synergize
the appeal of the CD with those features traditionally
required in successful personal music formats. There-

DISC W]THIN CADOY

FigI Disc within Caddy

A teclwtologt oaeruieu by
Erb Kingdon
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Fig.2 ATRAC Waveform and Sampling analysis

fore, the MD system will provide the following features
and benefits:
O The MD system is based on a 2.5-inch optical disc

that utilizes adaptive data compression technology
to store up to 74 minutes of digital music, with
sound quality approaching that of CD.

O The disc is housed in a caddy that protects it from
phyrsical damage. Together, bothcaddy and disc are
approximately half the weight of an analogue cas-
sette.

O The MD sgrstem offers both record and playback
capability for maimum versatility.

O The MD system uses separate operations for
recording and playback functions: magneto-optical
heads for recording needs; CD-type optical play-
back head for prerecorded software.

O The MD system provides random access to any
music selection in less than 1 second.

O It is resistant to shock and vibration under both
record and playback conditions and uses a Serial
Copy Management System (SCMS).

The Technological Foundations
of the MD System
The prodigious capabilities of the Sony Mini Disc for-
mat can be attributed to the successful development of
four new technologies, they are: 'ATRACI Digital
Audio, Magneto-Optical'Over-Write',Dual-Function
Laser Pickup and'Shock-Proof' Memory.

AIRA! Digital Audio Compres-
sion Technolog!,
The 2.5-inch disc used in the MD format is capable of
storing virtually the same amount of music as the

standard,4.72-inch CD as a resultof a newlyd eveloped
digital audio compression technology called .ATMC,
(Adaptive Transform Acoustic Coding). With ATMC,
signal encoding efficiency is 5 times greater than with
the non-compressed 16-bit linear technique currently
used in the CD and DAI formats.

In 16-bit linear encoding with a sampling fre-
quency of Ml kHz, the analogue signal is sampled
approximately once every 0.02 milliseconds. Each
sample is quantized at 16-bit resolution into one of
65,536 (216 possible values). Therefore, with CD and
DAI, when the analogue signal is converted to digital
data in every O.O2
millisec f the signal
and wh

ATRAC starts with the same 16-bit digital data but
analyses segments of the data for wave{orm content.
Based on this analysis, ATBAC extacts and encodes

used for CD and DAI, yet sound quality remains com-
parable.

The actual record/playback sequence of events
using the MD system can be described as follows:

During the recording process, the analogue sig-
nal is quantized at a sampling frequency of 44JkHz
and converied into digital data in the usual mannervia
a 16-bit AfD converter.

The ATMC encoder divides this data into seg-
ments in intervals of up to 20 milliseconds (approf-
mately one thousand samples). After appllng Fourier
tansform analysis to the digital waveform in each seg-
ment, approximately one thousand changes in ampli-
tude are analysed as single frequency (sinusoidal)
components.

During this analysis, each frequency is assigned
bits by amplitude (sound level), using psychoacoustic
principles such as threshold of hearing and masking
effect, to identify only those components in the seg-
ment that are audible to the human ear. As a result,
overall coding efficiency is greatly increased (by a fac-
tor of approximately 5). This data is then format
encoded with additional EFM and CIRC (eror correc-
tion) data, then recorded onto the disc.

During the playback process, the numerous fre-
quency components recorded on the disc are recom-
posed by the AIMC decoder, and the 20 millisecond
segments are reconsbucted into digital waveform

SPEAI

Fig.3 ATRAC Encoding/Decoding process
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data. This data can then be processed by a 16 bit D/A
converter in the conventional manner.

ATRAC The Underlying
Psychoacoustic Princlples
Threshold of Hearing
As sound leveL diminishes, there is a level belowwhich
the human ear canrrot detect its presence. This thresh'
old varies with frequency, I'he threshold of audibility is

lowest for sounds with a frequency of approximately
4kHz; that is, sounds close to this frequency are most
easily detected by the ear. By analysing the frequency
components of an audio signal, it is possible to identifu
those components that Iie below the threshold of hear-
ing.'Such cornponents can be removed from the orig
inal signal without affecting perceived sound quality.
Masking Effect
If huo sounds, one loud and the other soft, are pro-
duced simultaneously and they are close to one
another in frequency, the softer sound becomes diffi-
cult or impossible to hear. Therefore, when an audio
signal has a high-level component and a low-level
component at neighbouring frequencies, the latter can
be removed without affecting perceived sound quality
Moreover, wiih increasing overall signal amplitude, it
becomes possible to remove a greater number of com-
ponents without audible eflect
Magneto-Optical Over-Write lbchnology
In order to meet the requirements of a compact, light-
weight, record/p)ayback system for personal audio
applications, the MD system employs a newly deve-
loped Song magnero-optical (MO) disc that uses mag-
netic field moCulation with direct'over write' capabil-
ity.

Fig.5 Cross section of MD magneto Optical disc

With MO disc technology, the recording of data
requires the use of a laser and a polarizing magnetic
field. When the magnetic iayer in the disc is heated by
the laser to a temperature oi approximately 400'F, it
temporarily loses its coercive force As the disc rotates
and the irradiated domain returns to normaltempera-
ture, its magnetic orientation is determined by an
externally applied magnetic field Polarities of 'N'and
'S' can thus be recorded, corresponding to digital data
'1' and '0'.

In order to record new data on an MO disc, the
previously recorded signals must first be erased. This is
done by irmdiating the track with a laser in a magnetic
field to change all domains to a uniform '0' polarity.

In practice, h,,,,o different methods have been
developed for rewriting.

The first method uses two lasers, one for erasing
and another for recording. Approximately one-half
disc rotation afier the signal is erased with the first
laser, the second laser records the new signal. A single
laser is used for both erasing and recording, but in turo
separate steps Erasure takes place during the first
rotation, and recording takes place during the second.

The first method is costly because t'wo lasers are
required. The second method results in excessive
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recording time and requires a complex seruo mechan-
lsm.

The over-write system developed by Sony for the
MD system adopts a new magnetic field modulation
technique for recording signals. This technology has
vastly reduced lhe size and complexip of MO disc
recording. Fast data recording is accomplished by
modulating the magnetic field at high speed in
response to an input signal.

Unlike conventional MO rewrite mechanisms,
the Sony MD over- write system positions a magnetic
head directly across from the laser source on the oppo-
site side ol the disc. A magnetic {ield correspondingto
the input signal is generated over the laser spot. The
rotation of the disc then displaces the area to be
recorded, allowing the temperature at the spot to drop
back below the Curie point. At that point, the domain
takes on the polarity of the applied magnetic field
regardless of the polarity that previously existed.

The size of the spot recorded on the magnetic
layer is controlled by the reversal cycle of the applied
magnetic field, which permits accurate shortwave
recording. This is in confuast to conventional methods
where thelaser beam is repeatedlyturnedonand off to
record the magnetic signal;shortwave recording is dif-
ficult to achieve because of heat dispersion.

Moreover, since the Sony over-write method per-
mits the laser to be continuously on during record and
playback, the structure of the optical head can be
greatly simplified. This enables the design of highly
compact and lightrueight MD hardware.

A major barrier to the successful implementation
of the MD system over-write technique was the fact
that the MO disc is a non-contact medium. A certain
amount of space is required between the disc and the
head surfaces to accomodate undulation as the disc
rotates. Thus, a power{ul magnetic field must be gen-
erated by the head to produce the desired polarity
reversals on the disc. The high power consumption
and heat generation associated with producing such a
stuong field were prohibitive factors.

Sony has solved this problem through two break-
through developments. The first of these is where the
Mini Disc uses a newly developed magnetic layer of
Terbium Ferrite Cobalt that changes polarity with a
coercive force as low as 80 Oersteds. This is approxi
mately 1/3 the coercivity required for conventional
MO discs. This enables stable polarity reversal using a
relatively weak magnetic field.

The second is that the MD recording system uses
a new highly power-efficient magnetic head that can
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Fig.6 Cross section of optical media

perform polarity reversals at a rate of*Epproximately
100 nanoseconds per reversal. The low power con-
sumption of this head has solved the problem of over-
heating and has made it possible to design a practical
battery operated recorder.

Dual-Function Laser Pickup
Ibchnology
The optical pickup developed for the MD system has
the remarkable ability to read both MO and prere-
corded optical discs. For MO discs, the pickup reads
the polarity oI the disc. For polycarbonate optical
discs, the pickup reads the amount of reflected light.
The MD pickup syrstem is based on the design of the
standard CD plckup with the addition of a MO signal
readout analyser and two photodiodes.

During the playback of MO discs, a 0.5mW laser
is focused onto the magnetic layer. The magnetic sig-
nal on the disc affects the polarization of the light. The

direction of polarization is converted into liilht intens-
ip by the MO signal readout analyser.

Depending on the direction of polarization, one
of the two photodiodes will detect more light. The elec-
trical signal from the photodiodes are subtracted, and
depending on whether the difference is positive or
negative a '1' or '0' signal is read. The same 0.5mW
laser is used for the playback of prerecorded optical
discs. The amount of light reflected depends on
whether or not a pit exists on the surface of the disc. If
no pit exists, a high proportion of the light is reflected
back through the beam splitter and analyzer into the
photodiodes. If a pit does exist, some of the light is dif-
fracted, and less light reaches the photodiodes. The
electrical signals from the photodiodes are summed in
this case; and depending on the sum, a '1' or'0'is read.

Shock-proof Memory Technology
Conventional optical pickup systems can easily mis-
hack when subjected to shock or vibration. In digital
audio CDs, this causes 'skipping' or muting, and CD
player manufacturers Rpically go to great lengths,
using mechanical suspensions and servo systems, to
minimize such occurrences. Resistence to shock and
vibration is a virtual pre-requisite for true portable per-
sonal audio applications. And in the MD system, Sony
has solved this problem with a unique shock-proof
memory.

While the MD pickup can read information off the
disc at a rate of 1.4Mbit per second, the ATRAC
decoder requires a data rate of only 0.3Mbit per sec-
ond for real-time playback. This difference in process-
ing speed enables the use of a read-ahead buffer,
placed between the pickup and the decoder. If a lMbit
memory chip is used for the buffer, it can store up to 3
seconds of digital information. Should the pickup be
jarred out of position, the correct information conti-
nues to be supplied to the ATMC decoder from the
buffer memory. As long as the pickup retums to the
correct position within 3 seconds, the listener never
experiences mistracking or muting.

Since signals enter the buffer memory faster than
they leave it, the buffer will eventually become full. At
that point, the MD pickup momentarily stops reading
information from the disc; it resumes reading as soon
as there is again room in the memory chip.

Using a concept called sector repositioning, the
MD pickup has the ability to quickly resume reading
from the correct point after being displaced. When sig-
nals are recorded on the Mini Disc (either rec ord,lplay
MO or prerecorded optical media), address informa-
tion is assigned every 13 milliseconds. When a pickup



Fig.8 Sony mini disc (MD| relativa to compact disc (CDl
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is shifted out of place, the MD player quickly recog-
nizes the disruption, identifies the wrong address, and
instantly retums the pickup to the correct position.

The Next Step in Personal
Audio
The MD system, a na,u digital audio format based on
an advanced miniature optical disc, is being proposed
by Sony for personal music entertainment application
in the consumer market. The Mini Disc offers many of
the advantages of the current CD, including high-qual-
ity digital audio reproduction, resistance to wear, and
fast random access, but also is uniquely adapted to the
needs of the personal audio enthusiast. Among the
MD system's chief athibutes are an extremely small,
easy-to-handle, carbidge-loaded disc; up to 74
minutes of record/playback time; record, playback,
and over-write capabilities; exceptional resistance to
shock and vibration; and affordable hardware and sof-
tware costs. In addition, the ability of MD players to
read both MO discs and readily mass-produced pre-
recorded optical discs makes the forma! a practical
music software medium.

Sony does not viary the MD format asan eventual
replacement for CD. It is expected, rather, that the CD
and the MD witl peacefully co- exist in much the same
way as the LP and the analog cassette have for so
many years. Modern digital audio and optical disc
technologies have pushed the CD ahead of the LP as
the medium of choice for home music entertainment
systems. These same technologies can now be har-
nessed to meet the needs of the personal music enter-
tainment market, now being served by the analogue
cassette. The Sony Mini Disc system is a format whose
time has come.
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FaultFin
Blotun Fuses
n the case of faults where a fuse has blown
neither signal tacing not voltage measurement
is applicable as the fuse has probably removed
power from the part of the circuit in question.

It is always tempting to replace the fuse
and try the equipment again. Don't. All you usually
achieve is the death of another fuse. In 90% of cases
the fuse has blown because of a fault which wilt still be
present. The only exception to this is where the fuse
protects an output, such as a loudspeaker, and the
remainder of the circuit seems to be 'lilorking correctly.
In this case the blown fuse could have been due to a
short in the wiring to the speaker or overloading of the
amplifier in some other way.

What is needed is a method of locating the fault
that does not involve powering up the circuit.

The first possibility is to measure the DC resist-
ance of the circuit after the fuse with a multimeter. If
the resistance is less than the normal voltage divided
by the fuse rating then you can assume that there is a
fault. Note that this applies to DC circuits only. If the
fuse is in an AC circuit feeding an inductive load you
need to consider the AC impedance not the DC resist-
ance which you are measuring. The usual area where
this is of concern is with a mains transformer. More
details are given in the section on component testing.

If you obtain a low resistance reading examine the
circuit diagram. If the fuse supplies more than one area
of the circuittrydisconnecting each one in turn byrem-
oving connectors or unsoldering links until the resist-
ance increases. Once the area of the fault is known
look for components that could be causing the prob-
lem and check them individually with the multimeter.
Don't assume that there is only one faulty component
as failure ofone componentcan often causethe failure
of another. A prime example is the usual class B dis-
crete power amplifier where two or three transistors
often fail together.Unfortunately a high resistance
reading in the initial test does not necessarily mean
that the circuit is fault free. The voltage from a mul-
timeter is often not sufficient to 'activate' the fault.
However faulty components will still show up if tested
individually. If the fuse feeds a number of areas of the
circuit then locate the faulty area first. This can be done
rather crudely by disconnecting all areas of the circuit,
powering up the equipment with a new fuse and then
reconnecting each area in turn until the fuse blows.

If a variable current limiting power supply is avail-
able more sophisticated testing can be undertaken.

Firstly the circuit may be powered up at a suitable
current lower than the fuse rating. This will determine
the components that heat up. The nose is a very sensi-
tive heat detector but beware of high voltages!

Alternatively the paih of the fault current can be
traced by measuring the voltage drop along the circuit
board tracks by means of a DWI set to the millivolt
range. The idea is illustrated in Example 3.

It may be possible to measure voltages within the
circuit with the equipment powered from the current
limited supply. However more often than not the cur-
rent rises unacceptably before sufficient voltage can be
applied to give sensible readings.

Intermittent Faults
In the case of an intermittent fault all the procedures
described for partially functioning equipment can be
used. The first problem is to make the fault appear.

From the description of the fault, symptoms you
should know if it takes time to appear are, if it affects
only one channel or one function or if it disappears
when the equipment is turned off and on again. This
will hetp you decide how to tackle the problem.

Many intermittent faults are caused by poor elec-
trical contact due to oxidisation of contacts. Thereforc
its worth wiggling switches and connectors to try and
make the fault appear.

Another cause of intermittent faults are dry sol-
der joints. Flging the circuit board can sometimes
help to locate them. Carefully examine the solder
joints in the sqspect area. A'dry'solder jointwill have a
very narrow dhrker ring either close to the component
load or in the solder blob where the solder has not run
together. Try measuring the voltage on the track lead-
ing to the pad and on the protruding end of the lead. If
these differ, particularly when the component is
moved,then there is a bad loint. The cure is simply to
melt the joint with soldering iron and add a touch of
new solder to provide some flux.

Breaks in the circuit board fracks can also be a
problem. These often occur near the terminals of com-
ponents soldered directly to the board that are subject
to movement such as potentiometers and switches.lf
you suspect that heat causes the fault try warming the
equipment with a hair drier. Remember to return the
hair drier after use or you'll be in trouble!

For really elusive faults its worth ringing the
manufacturers service department to see if they have
come across angrthing similar. They have far more
experience oftheir equipment and can often recognise
the fault from a description of the symptoms.

I would advise very strongly against guesswork. It
is easy to think of a plausible cause of the fault but
remember there are probably dozens of other possibi-
lities. If the fault won't appear and hence you can't dis-
prove your theory it becomes very tempting to take this
as proof in favour of your explanation. Resist the temp-
tation as it only leads to disappointment!

Home Constrrrcfion
There are two additonal considerations when dealing
with home-built circuits.

Firstly if the circuit has just been constructed it is
quite possible that there may be one or more wiring
errors. It is wise to try and locate these before the
equipment is powered up otherwise the first indication
of a problem could be a burning smell and a wisp of
smoke. This is an expensive way of fault-finding. When
checking PCB and Veroboard layouts that you have
designed use a photocopy of the circuit diagram and a
highlightlng pen. Follow the path of each track on the
layout and compare it with the circuit diagram. If it is
correct, highlight the corresponding part of the circuit.
Work through the circuit in a logical iashion for exam-
ple by starting with connections to pin 1 of the first inte-
grated circuit, then pin 2 and so on. Eventually you
should end up with a circuit diagram with all compo-
nents and wires highlighted and you can be fairly confi-
dent that the layout is accurate.Assuming you have fol-
lowed the above procedure but still end up with a faulty
circuit don't despair. Split the circuit into blocks and



test each one in tum. When you find the area of the
fault simply remember to consider a wrong connection
as well as the usual component failwes amongst the
possible causes. The type of things to look out for are
solder bridges or splashes across tracks and, on Vero-
board, tack breaks where a tiny portion of copper
remains still connecting the tacks.

The second consideration in home-built circuitry
is that there may be more than one unrelated fault. The
only advice I can offer is to cure each one and then
pass on to the next. I was once asked to sort out a faulty
synthesiser that someone had built from a kit. The final
tally was about 25 different faults!

Component Testing
The methods described so far should enable you to
quickly isolate the fault to a small area of the circuit. It is

then necessary to locate one or two faulty components
out of say ten or twenty. At this point it is feasible
though rather tedious to test each of the components
in that area individually. However with a little thought
and a few simple calculations it is often easy to narrow
the search down even further to one or two compo-
nents. This idea is illustrated in Example 4.

Whichever fault-finding procedures you use you
will eventually need to test individual comf onents. The
following is a summary of the normal failure modes
and test methods for each type of component.

Resistors
Resistors usually fail by significantly increasing in

resistance or by becoming totally open circuit. Modem
equipment often contains fusible resistors which look
like ordinary resistors but are designed to go open-cir-
cuit when overloaded. Unfortunately there is no indi-
cation that this has happened. A normal resistor over-
load tends to turn brown or discolour.

Measurement of resistors in circuit is not usually
conclusive due to the parallel effect of other compo-
nents. However if the value o{ resistance measured
across the resistor in circuit is more than its nominal
value then there's definitely something wrong. If it's
less then there may be a problem. Confirm this is by
unsoldering one end and measure the resistance
agaln.

Fuses
The type of fuse normally found in domestic equip-
ment is the glass carhidge fuse in which the element is
visible. The ceramic cartridge fuse is filled with a white
arc quenching powder and is designed to interrupt
higher fault currents. As well as the glass and ceramic
carhidge fuses you may come across sub-miniature
fuses that lurk in packages similar to resistors, capaci-
tors or even T092 toansisiors.

There are two basic types of fuse blowing charac-
teristics, the quick blow, abbreviated F (fast), and the
anti-surge t1pe, abbreviated T (time delay). The char-
acteristics of each lype are shown in Figure 7 (see last
month). It can be seen that for a given overload current
the anti-surge fuse takes far longer to blow. Anti-surge
fuses are used in circuits where brief periods of high
current occur in normal operation. A typical example
is in the primary circuit of a mains transformer when
there is an inrush of current every time the power is

tumed on.lt can be safely said that fuses fail open-cir-
cuit. In the case of a glass fuse the manner in which
they fail can give a clue to the fault. A severely over-
loaded fuse will blow with a bright flash and a large sec-
tion of the element will be vapourised and deposited
on the inside of the glass. A slightly overloaded fuse
fails more gently and there is normally only a small
break in the element.

Even if the element is visibly intact lift one end of
the fuse and check with a meter. I have been misled
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once or twice by fuses that break at a point inside the
metal cap out of sight. In the case of ceramic fuses the
fuse will have to be tested with a meter. Note that fuses
of low rating have a significant resistance which can be
surprisingly high. For example a T100mA fuse has a
resistance of about 2R.

Switches
Switches fail either open circuit or high resistance.

They can be tested by measuring the resistance
across the suspect switch contacts with the power off.
Gradually move the switch so thai the contacts close.
The reading should go from some high value, depend-
ing on the circuitryr attached,lo zero. There should be
no hesitation or variation when the switch is wiggled in
the closed position.

Capacitors
Capacitors have no characteristic failure mode. They
can develop low resistance or low capacitance or no
capacitance.

Electro tors are the most unreliable. All
electolytic have a certain amount of
leakage current but this can increase up to a virtual
short circuit. Unfortunately faulty electrolytics can also
act as Zener diodes so that the fault will not show up
with a normal multimeter. The only conclusive test is to
apply a current limited voltage to the capacitor after
removing it from circuit. Electrolytics may also lose
some or all of their capacitance. Try bridging the
suspect capacitor with a known good component if
you suspect this is the problem. Non elecholytic capa-
citors tend to fail to a short circuit caused by break-
down of the insulation between the foils. How ever cer
amic decoupling capacitors can also develop high lea-
kage currents. This can cause intermittent crackling

Power Transforrners
The common faults on mains transformers are an
open-circuit or shorted furns in one winding.

Open-circuits are fairly easy to test for with a mul-
timeter. The DC resistance of the windings on a typical
centre tapped mains transformer in an amplifier are
15R for the primary and 0.5R for each half of the sec-
ondary. It may not be the winding itself that has gone
open circuit. Sometimes a thermal fuse is wired in
series with the primary winding and buried in the wind-
ings. A fault such as shorted tums causing the transfor-
mer to heat up will blow the thermal fuse. However
whether it's the fuse that is open circuit or the transfor-
mer winding you still need to replace the transformer.

Shorted turns are more difficult to test for.
Shorted turns in any winding on a transformer have a

similar effect to shorting the secondary terminals.
Large currents flow with a corresponding rise in mains
current. This results in the mains fuse blowing, often
violently, or if the fuse is over-rated, a smoking trans-
former which hopefully has a thermal fuse that will
blow. Measuring the DC resistance of the windings is

no help. Even if you know what the resistance should
be, the effect of one or two shorted turns will not be
significant. Don't be tempted to divide the mains vol-
tage by the DC resistance and compare the current
with the fuse rating! On this basis a healthy transfor-
mer with a primary winding resistance of 15R should
have a primary current of 164 compared to a fuse
rated at 1,A. The current is nothing like this as the trans-
former has mainly inductive not resistive impedance.

The best method of confirming shorted tums on a
hansformer is to disconnect all secondary circuits and
connecf the mains. If the mains fuse blows thetransfor-
mer is faulty. Beuare of condemning a transformer
when it is a fault in the secondary circuit that is causing
a high primary current.
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Ihpe Heads/Cartridges
Tape heads sically
coils of wire circuit
themselves, do. A
typical tape record/playback head has a DC resistance
of 220R and a cartridge 600R. The resistance of the
left and right-hand channels should match to within
about 5R. Knowing these figures a check can be made
from the circuit board end through any interconnect-
ing wiring which will show up open circuits and possi-
ble high resistance contacts.

Diodes
Diodes and rectifiers can fail open or short-circuit.
They can be tested by measuring their resistance on a
multimeter. Use the diode measuring range which
gives sufficient voltage to bias the diode into conduc-
tion. With the diode forward biased you should obtain
a low r nite reading.
Testing sleading due
to para not as much
of a problem with diodes due to their lower resistance
compared to the parallel resistance.

The exception to the above is high voltage rectifi-
ers as used in microwave oven power supplies and tele-
visions. These require a higher voltage to forward bias
them which may not be available from a multimeter.

Transistors
Transistors fail in a variety of open circuit and short cir-
cuit modes so it is essential to test in all four of the ways
described below. These tests can be done with the
device in circuit but there may be misleading results if
there are parallel components. The best method is to
firstly check with the transistor in circuit. If the results
are not satisfactory there may be a fault or it could be
just other components in parallel. To confirm this
remove the transistor from circuit and repeat the tests.
The tests apply to NPN and PNP tansistors. Remem-
ber that NPN refers to collector, base, emitter and so to
forward bias the base-emitter junction in an NpN tran-
sistor, you must connect the positive meter lead to the
base and the negative to the emitter. The four tests are:
1. Forward biasing the b-e junction should give a low

reading.
2. Forward biasing the c-b junction should give a low

reading similar to the above. On a digital meter this
reading can be seen to be slightly lower than the
above. Note that the warmth of a hand can increase
the readings while you are changing the test leads.

3. Measuring between the collector and emitter in one
direction should give an open circuit reading if the
transistor is out of circuit or a high resistance if in
circuit.

4. Testing between collector and emitter in the oppo-
site direction should give the same result.

Power transistors in general give lower values
whilst PNP transistors give higher values than the
corresponding NPN transistor. Table 1 shows some
typical figures.

Signal NPN Power NPN Small Signal PNP Small Sisnal

b-c 0.521

c-b 0.524

TABLE l: Typical readings for forward biased tran-
sistor iunctions obtained using the diode measur-

ing range of a digital multimetel

Integrated circuits
No real testing can be performed on IC's when unpow-
ered. When powered up check voltages against those
on the circuit diagram. As with any voltage comparis-
ons allow for errors of +10%.

Replacement Components
In the case of simple components such as fuses resis-
tors and capacitors it is usually cheaper and more con-
venient to obtain replacements from a reputable com_
ponents supplier. Mains transformers, parts desig-
nated as safety parts (shown by an exclamation mark
in a triangle) and mechanical parts usually need to be
obtained directly from the manufacturers or their

VAT and postage and packing needs to be added to
any prices quoted.

Whe
nent
woul
turers. Although transistor data books and lists of sub-
stitute
find a a;t'#;Tffi[:
cover characteristics

fferent package or lead arrangement.
ed trying to fit it to a heatsink or bend

the leads to suit the board holes.

fips On Fitting Components

When removing integrated circuits I would
pair of
t a time
have a
etuteen

IC pins. With long- nosed pliers grip the remains of apin. side ng iron and
Pull don keepingthe
sold iron e left with a

der bridges between pins.
Always observe static handling precautions when

dealing with sensitive components.

Final Function Test
Having located and replaced the faulty components all
that remains is to reassemble the equipmeni and check
that it is now working. Try all functions not just those
that were originally faulty. If you lack coniidence in
your fault-finding abilities then make an additional
function check before you reassemble the equipment!

In the final section I have described six real-life
faults to illustate how the various fault-finding proce_
dures are applied.
Example I

ap
woul mo
sion rel
gram is shown in Figure 8. The extension bus address
and data lines are driven lrom the system busses via
buffers IC1 and IC2. IC1 is a standaid buffer which is
permanently enabled via pins 1 and 19. IC2 is a bidi_
rectional buffer or transceiver. The direction of data
flow is determined bythe logic levelatpin 1. A low level
on pin 19 enables the foansceiver.

As IC1 is permanently enabled the input and out-

0 619

0 614
0 554

0 652



put lines should be identical. I checked this by observ-
ing each input and output pair in tum on a dual beam
oscilloscope. Simply tuming on the microcomputer

tcl
74LS2it4

oEl oE2

EXTENSION
BUS

SOCKEI

Fig.8 Part of the circuit diagram of micro-
computer (Example 1l

MEMORY
BLOCK

ENABLES

and leaving it idling provided sufficient activity on the
bus for this test. The results showed that some of the
outputs were not following the corresponding inputs
and so ICl was obviously faulty.

IC2 could not be tested in a similar way as it is
only enabled when specifically addressed. One possib-
ility would have been to execute a Basic Statement
sending data to the bansciever. One execution of the
statement would have given only a single brief output
from the buffer which would not have been visible on
an oscilloscope. Instead a repetive signal was pro-
duced by €xecutng the following program.

10 ?&addr = &FF
20 ?&addr = &00
30 coTo 10

addr is the hexadecimal address of the hansceiver.
If IC2 was working this program should have pro-

duced alternate high and low levels on the outpuh. I
checked this on an oscilloscope, tiggered extemally
from the CE pulse on pin 19. Again some of the out-
puts were not responding and so IC2 was also faultSr.
Example 2

This fault cropped up in a video cassette recorder
and illustates the advantage of using a 'scope to mea-
sure voltages rather than a digital voltmeter. On play-
back the picture was very noisy and kept breaking up
whilstthe soundwas varying in pitch. The soundry-p-
toms suggested a problem in the capstan motor drive
as this determines ihe speed of the tape through the
machine and hence the pitch of the sound. Checking
this area of the circuit revealed that the 18V power
supply measured only about 16V on a digital multime-
ter. The 18V supply is produced in the power supply
section part of which is shown in Figure 9. The voltages
shown are the normal working values. Measuring
again at the emitter of Q1007 confirmed that the 18V
supply measured 16V. Was Q1007 faulty? The base
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was low at 16.7Vbutthe collectorwas notfar from nor-
mal at 21V. A possible explanation was that too much
current was being taken from 18V supply thus starving
D1014 and lowering the voltage atthe base and there-
fore the emitter. A nice theory but unfortunately the
voltage across C1009 was virtually the same as at
Q1007 collector and so there couldn't be much cur-
rent flowing through R1024.

Luckily before I became more confused I looked
at the voltages on an oscilloscope and all became
clear. The voltages across C1009 and at Q1007 emit-
ter are shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that although
the average value of the voltage across C1009 is 2lV
as indicated on the multimeter there are regular dips
which are too severe for Q1007 to copewith. However
there is still sufficient voltageto allowregulatorQl006

to operate as it is only producing a 12V supply. The
cause was reservoir capacitor C1009 which had lost
most of its capacity!
Example 3

This fault occurred in an audio amplifier in which
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Fig.9 Part of the circuit diagram of a video cassette recorder
power supply (Example 2)

R1022
t5k

T|ME ------->

Fig.10 Waveforms in video cassette recorder power supply
(Example 2)
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the mains fuse had blown with some violence. A simpli-
{ied circuit diagram of the power supply is shown in
Figure 11(a). The two possibilities that spring to mind
are a faulty mains fuansformer or a fault on the secon-
dary circuit causing a high mains current. I measured
the resistances between the positive, negative and
common rails and found a virtual short circuit between
positive and negative rails. The obvious components
to suspect were the power amplifier integrated circuits
IC 1 and IC2. Rather than try and disconnect the IC's to
determine whether they were faulty I connected a var-
iable current supply across the positive and negative
rails set to give a current of 0.5A. I then measured the
voltage drop alongthe printed circuit boardtrack feed-
ing each IC in turn as shown in Figure 11(b). One tack
gave zero reading the other about SmV thus quickly

identifyingthe faultylC. If it hadn't been one of the IC's
that was faulty I could have tested other possible com-
ponents in a similar manner.
Example 4

The fault was on an amplifier which was very dis-
torted on one channel. Looking at the output on an
oscilloscope it was obvious that there was virtually no
negative drive from the output stage. The fault was

quickly isolated to the small part of the output stage
shown in Figure 12. Comparison with the good chan-
nel showed that the voltage at the junction between R1
and R2 should have been more like -45V not 1.48V
so there was a problem. My first thought was that the
voltage was low because of excessive current through
R2. Was the current passing through R1 or R3? There
was certainly not enough voltage across R3. Almost
50V dropped across R2 would imply S0 x220/68 :
160V across R3 whereas there was only about 0.7V.
Similarly the voltage across R1 would be l2O / 68 xSO: 90V. Even if the upper end of R1 was shorted to the
*48Vrail therewouldn'tbe enoughvoltage. The obvi-
ous candidate was C1. Elecholytic capacitors fre-
quently fail short circuit or partially short circuit. fu I
was about to reach for the soldering iron I had another
thought. If there was almost 50V across R2 then
shouldn't it be getting rather warm? The dissipation
would be approfmately 50 x 50/68 : 36W! The
other possibility was that R2 had gone high resistance.

TO OUTPUT
TRANSISTORS

Fig.12 Part of audio amptifier circuit diagram
(Example 4!

A check of the resistance across R2 gave a value far
higher than the expected 68R. When removed from
circuit R2 was found to be open circuit.
Example 5

This example is typical of the kind of faultthatcan
quickly be found by signal tracing The symptoms were
shaight forward - no playback on either channel of a
cassette recorder/amplifier. Figure 13 is a very simpli-
fied schematic for part of one channel. Wth a constant
tone tape playing I first looked for a signal at the input
of the Dolby noise reduction integrated circuit IC401
using an oscilloscope. As a signal was present I could
assume that the circuit up to that point was working.
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Figll al Simplified circuit diagram of an audio amplifier (Example 3)
b) Part of the track layout

1c301
PB EO AMP

0401,402
FLAT AMP

OFF

RS06
1M0 R436

4k7

sw1
MUTE

OTHER
CHANNEL

FigI3 Simplified circuit diagram for part of one channel ol a cassette recorder (Example 5)



There was a signal at the output of IC401 but not at the
tape input selector switch. The first component to
suspect was Q409. Was it shorted collector to emitter
or was it tumed on? The base-emitter voltage was 0.7V
suggesting it was turned on. Q801 emitier was also
high although it should have been low to tum off
Q409. I suspected S11 a leaf switch on the cassette
mechanism On examining it closely I found it was
damaged and was not closing when the mechanism
was in the play mode. As is often the case it was a
mechanical rather than an electronic component that
had proved unreliable.
Example 6

Fault-finding without a circuit diagram is a lot
more difficult and it also shows how even simple equip-
ment can produce challenging faults.

The equipment was an audio amplifierwhich was
off on one channel. Not having the circuit diagram, I
traced out part of the circuit as shown in Figure 14.

Visual examination showed the 2A supply fuse
had blown on the faulty channel. I also noticed resistor
R1 in the Zobel neturork showed signs of overheating.

Taking the blown fuse first the only components
connected directly across the supply (other than high
value resistors) were Q4 and Q5. A quick check
showed that they were both short circuit. This is very
common in audio power amplifiers of this type. After
removing Q4 and Q5 from the board to avoid spurious
readings, I also checked the other transistors in circuit
using a multimeter. This is a wise precaution as failure
of the output transistors can damage other transistors
in the output stage. However there seemed to be no
further casualties. Overheating of R1 was something I

should have taken more notice of but didn't. Instead I

simply replaced Rl and checked that C1 wasn't short-
circuit. As R1 is in series with a capacitor C1 then the
overheating must have been caused by AC current
(assuming C1 is not short-circuit). More signi{icantly a
rough calculatiion shows that it would need about 15V
at 80kHz to cause enough current to produce the over-
heating! The explanation was obvious as soon as I

turned on the power having replaced Q4 and Q5. The
amplifier had become unstable and I had a tidy RF sig-
nal generator instead! The amplifier showed signs of
distress had to be turned off. Another fault had made
the amplifier unstable and caused the original failure
of Q4 and Q5.

To allow me to fault-find without further damage I
disconnected the good channel and connected the
faulty channel to a variable power supfly increasing
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Figf 5 Part of the circuit diagram of an audio (Fault-f inding exercise)
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the voltage until the amplifier just started to oscillate.
Common causes of instability are the failure of roll-off
capacitors such as C2,C3 and C4 or decoupling capa-
citors such as C5 and C6. Bridging each of these in
furn with a capacitor of the same value made no signifi-
cant difference. Things didn't seem to be making any
sense and so I hdd another look at the board and dis-
covered the second Ieedback path via the tone con-
trols and C7. I had assumed the tone controls were
before the power amplifier as is usually the case. A
proper circuit diagram would have told me immedi-
ately.

There was now another possibility that the fault
lay in the {eedback path through the tone conkols. I
realised that feedback ihrough R2, R3 and R4 should
be su{ficient to give stability without the additional
feedback through the tone controls. Therefore I could
check whether the fault lay in the tone controls by dis-
connecting the feedback path at point A. This I did and
found that the amplifier immediately stabilised. All I
had to do was find the fault in the tone contol circuitry.
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same there. Comparing the outputs oI the tone control
circuits in the faulty and working channels I found the
faulty signal level was far higher. Starting back at the
input I quickly found that the signal seemed to disap_
pear somanhere along a track connecting one end of a
resistor to the hack of a potentiometer. Looking
closely I thought I could see a hairline break in the taci<
just before the solder pad of the potentiometer. With
power off I measured the resistance between one end
of the tack and the other and found it was definitelv
high particularly if the potentiometer was rockei
slightly. Resoldering the connection to cover the crack
cured the fault.

Fault-Finding Exercice
The following exercise is designed to test your skills at
fault-finding. It is based on a real fault that occurred on
an audio amplifier. Part of the circuit d n
in Figure 15 and the board layout in

Start at the symptoms of the fa n
paragraph 1 and decide which of the courses of action
A to . Move on to the paragraph
whos at the right-hand side oiyour
choic the results ofyour action and
present another list of possible actions. Have fun!

Last month
A couple of errors crept in. Figure 1 bottom comer
block should read 'overload and mute circuit, Figure 5.
In (a)Actual voltage across 47k in 3.2V and tn (b), the
meter reading is 2.8V. The last paragraph in the Sec-
tion on 'Types of Fault' should refer to Figure 6.
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Wilmslow's NEW Total Kit for the very popular KEF Conshuctor
Series. The CS3 design is now supplied with split X-over network
plus 8 x 30 amp binding post connectors so that Bi-wiring is
possible without any modification.

Some components have been uprated and to improve this highly
regarded speaker still further. Wacoustic panels are used to reduce
cabinet induced colouration to an absolute minimum.

The kit comprises bass and treble units, assembled crossovers,
wadding, grille fabric etc. plust
llatpack cabinets.
(Accurately machined f rom
smooth MDF for ease
of assembly)

Dimensions:
526 x 286 x 237 mm
Response:
55 Hz-20 KHZ ! sdB
AMP Suitability: 15-1 00w
lmpedance: 8 ohms

CS 3 (bi-wire) Total Kit
t225.q) per pair +
carrlagey'ins. 81 5.fi)

CS 3 Upgrade Kit
(bFwire, crossovers and
binding posts to upgrade
existing CS 3's)
861.00 + P&P 84.25
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A handy radintion
detector by Malcolm
Plant.

t may be an obvious fact of biology, but one fas-
cinating aspect ofseeing, hearing, touching and
smelling is that the sensing process is unique to
the individual. For example, when you look at
starlight your eyes absorb photons that were the

Nuclear radiation is a fact oI life. It's one ol many
forms of radiation which have to be handled with cau-
tion. For example, too much sunlight can cause skin
cancer; over-exposure to X-rays used in dentistry and
medicine, and to microwaves used in communications
and for cooking, can be harmful. It seems that the ben-
efits of technology cannot be had unless we accept
some danger in the use of the technology, so a careful
balance needs to be made between the risks and the
benelits of the practice that causes the exposure. The
subject of radiation safety has a high profile in the
public's mind, partly because most harmf ul radiation is
invisible and it is one cause, among others, of illnesses
that people particularly dread. Aware of this public
concern, the nuclear industry has responded with a
great deal o{ positive information about nuclear
energy and the uses to which it is put. For example, the
National Radiological Protection Board (NRpB),
which is an independent statutory body provides
advice on radiation standards, and carries out research
to improve protection.

It is useful to consider t',vo classes of radiation,
non-ionising and ionising, when assessing the useful
and harrnful effects of radiation. Non-ionising radi-
ations are the electromagnetic waves of ultraviolet
light, visible, infrared, microwave, and radio waves
Ionising radiation includes gamma rays, X-rays and
cosmic rays Cosmic rays reach us from space and
include gamma rays, X-rays, and high-speed atomic
particles. The public seems to be less anxious about
non-ionising radiations than ionising radiations,
though eviddnce is accumulating of the medicaleffects
of the former. These include damage to the skin and
eye and, for"those radiations that enter the body tis-
sues, damage to internal organs due to excessive heat-
ing. Undoubtedly it's the association of ionising radi-
ations with atomic weapons and the accumulation in
ecological slstems of the long-lived waste products
from nuclear power stations that makes ionising radi-
ations such a sensitive public issue. And this conc€rn is
not eased when we read that one method under dis-
cussion for 'de-commissioning' a nuclear power sta-
tion is to entomb it in earth arid concrete to make it
safe from future human (and animal?) interference!

HoweVer, it's ds well to get ionising radiations
from man-made and natural sources into perspective.
Figure 1 shows the contribution of this radiation from
our surroundinls. There is a significant amount of
radiation from the natural environment and we can do
very little about it

Detection of ionising radiations
There are sevbral methods of detecting ionising radi-
ations including the photographic plate, thermolu-
minescent materials, Geiger tubes, solid-state pn junc-
tions, and scintillation counters. Of these the Geiger

result of atomic reactions which released the photons
millions of light years ago - those photons end up in
your eyes alone and no one else'i. In the same way,
your vieu; of a rainbow is unique to you.

I'm similarly intrigued by the fact that when you
design an instrument hke a Geiger Counter, the'click'
you hear in the headphones might be produced by a
rapidly moving cosmic ray particle originating from
some distant point in the Milky Way galaxy before life
on Earth began. That particle or photon loses its
energy in the instrument you may have designed and
you alone may have experienced its passing. Of
course, you might say there are countless millions of
photons and atomic particles, so who cares?
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tube, is an efficient detector of the backgound nuclear
radiation, especially of secondary cosmic ray emis-
sions and gamma rays from surrounding materials.
The design of present-day Geiger tubes is still much
the same as the original Geiger-Muller tube, but nowa-
days it is available in miniaturised form for use in port-
able instuments. Different types of fube are available
depending on which atomic radiation, alpha or beta
particles, or gamma rays, you want to detect.

GAS
FILLING

ELECTFON
PULSE

Fig.2 The connections to the Geiger counter tube
and its characteristic

The Geiger Tube
Figure 2 shows the basic principle of the Geiger, or
Geiger-Muller, tube. Detection of an atomic particle
relies on the particle releasing energy by collision with
a gas filling in an almost completely evacuated tube.
The energy is released in the form of electons and
positively charged ions which move rapidly towards
two electodes, an anode and cathode. The further
collision of these ions wiih the gas releases more
energy through an avalanche effect. The sudden surge
of electric charge constifutes a small electic current
which flows in the extemal circuit connected to the
electodes. The processing of this curent pulse pro-
duces a 'count', eg a click in an earpiece or an incre-
ment on a digital display.

A drawback of the Geiger tube is that a voltage in
excess of 300V is usually needed to operate the tube
and produce the avalanche effect required for particle
and photon detection. Though semiconductor pn
junction detectors are available which operate from a

few volts, they are not very efficient for detecting
gamma ralrc which might be of interest to the amateur
scientist simply looking at changes in background radi-
ation in the environment.

The number of counts per minute the tube is able
to respond to rises with the voltage across the tube and
begins to saturate at the threshold of the plateau along
which the count rate is approfmately constant. In the
design of a circuit for operating the Geiger tube, it is
essential that the tube is applied with a DC voltage
which is approximately constant and somewhere in the
middle of the plateau. The requirement for a stabilised
operating voltage is not particularly critical in the
Pocket Geiger Counter which is being used only for
monitoring not Ior accurate measurement or compar-
ison of counts. However the circuit to be described
does provide reasonable stabilisation of operating vol-
tage. It should be noted that while the operating vol-
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tage should place the tube on the plateau, it is import-
ant not to operate the tube in excess of a voltage that
puts it into continuous discharge without initiation by a
particle, for this will rapidly damage the tube. The
choice of gas in the tube is critical and includes a
quenching agent to ensure that the tube quickly reverts
to a neufual state after a discharge event. This precau-
tion ensures that the tube quickly recovers ready for
the next detection of an ionising particle.

The Circuit
The circuit shown in Figure 3 provides all the compo-
nent drive, detection and signal conditioning required
to operate two output devices; an LED and head-
phones. For each gamma ray or beta particle entering
the tube and causing ionisation, there is a sharp click in
the headphones and the LED flashes briefly. The cir-
cuit is best described via the block diagram shown in
Figure 4 which highlights the principal functions of the
circuit.

The'enginel,,of-the circuit is the astable based on
one of the gates, IC1a, of the quad 2-input Schmitt
Trigger, IC1. The frequency of this oscillator is set at
about 500H2 by means of components C2 and R1.
This provides rectangular pulses which, via the current
amplifier, Q1, drives the step- up tuansformer, T1. The
output from this transformer is an AC voltage which is
processed by the rectifier and voltage-doubler section
based on the high voltage capacitors and diodes, C4

and C5, and D1 andD2, respectively. T1 is a pre-

wound pot core available from the suppliers listed
under 'Components'

In order to conserve battery power and maintain
a constant high voltage output within the limits of the
plateau voltage of the Geiger tube, a variable pulse-
width circuit based on tansistor Q3 and gates IClb
and IClc is used. Since T1 is a ringing-choke inverter,
energy stored in T1 when Q1 is switched on is released
when Q1 is turned off. Most of this energy is passed

FU

-

,fr
-\
j-

--
L^./

-

-

NOTE:
lCl = 4093
01 = ZTX300
03 = zTx500
Dr,2 = 1N4002
D3,4 = 

'l N4006
ZDl = 6V2 400mW

TO PIN 14
oF tc1

R2
220k

R5
2M2

c5
10n
1000v

NOTE:
lC2 = 555
O2 = ZTX300

c9
1or

HEADPHONES

Fig.3 Circuit diagram of portable Geiger counter

TO PIN 7
oF tc1
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into capacitors C4 and C5 via the secondary winding
o{ T1, but a small remainder is used to charge capaci-
tor C10 via diode D4. When the voltage across C10
rises to a value which switches on Q3, the voltage on
the gates IClb and IClc rises and reduces the pulse
width of the signal delivered to the transformer. This
reduces the supply current and stabilises the peak pri-
mary voltage and hence the peak secondary voltage.
The voltage selected for the Geiger tube is set by RV1
which determines the switch-on voltage for Q3.

Counter was typeZPI3T} available from Alrad Instru-
ments. This tube is beta particle and gamma ray sensi-
tive and is small enough to fit into the box selected for
the project. Its sensitive length is 16mm, its plateau
threshold voltage is 500V and it has a plateau length of
150V. It has a recommended working voltage of 550V
and this is provided by the circuit described above. The
maximum background count rate with this tube is only
about 2 per minute (but obviously is higher depending
on environment and locality) and is due to its small
acflve volume. The tube has a metal cathode envelope
and is supplied with a flexible metal band for connect-
ing the cathode to the circuii. The anode pin is sup-
plied with a sleeve connector for soldering to the cir-
cuit. Figure 5 shows the basic shape and connections
to this Geiger tube.

-(J
7v-!

-
-
1'\Jfr
-
A
-

The DC voltage from the voltage doubler is
applied to the Geiger tube via resistor R5 which limits
the peak Geiger current to a safe value. In order to
detectthe passage olparticle through the tube, resistor
R.6 is connected in series with the cathode of the tube.
A current increase in R6 raises the voltage across it and
switches on tuansistor Q2. This sharply pulls down the

voltage on the trigger pin of IC2 which is wired as a
monostable to produce a stretched pulse for operating
the llght emitting diode, LEDI, and the headphones.
The tength of this pulse is determined by R9 and C8
and is set at about 0.01s. This is rather a long pulse and
would need to be shortened if pulse rates of more than
100 per second need to be detected. The reasons for
stretchingthe pulse is to ensure that LEDl registers the
entry of a particle in ihe tube and to provide a recognis-
able 'click' in the headphones.

The Geiger tube
The Geiger tube selected for this portable Geiger

The transformer
This is a pre-wound pot core supplied by Maplin order
code FP78K. The pin connections to this pot core are
shown in Figure 6. Note the soldered wire link from the
metal clip round the transformer to a 0V connection
on the PCB. The transformer has two primary wind.
ings but only one is used in the design. Note this hans-
former is {ragile and the pins may easily become det-
ached so take care to keep it in its wrapping until you
are ready for soldering it into the circuit.

Circuit Assembly
The box chosen for this project can be obtained from
Farnell Components Ltd and is a sub-miniature case
with an integral PP3 battery compartment. The circuit
was designed to fit into this case and a push-to-make

PIN VIEW

Fig.6 Connections to transformer

It
$
I

I

ANOOE

Fig.5 Structure of the Geiger tube type 2P1310
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release-to-break switch was used to avoid the unit
being left on inadvertantly. Figure 7 shows the finished
unit complete with a screen printed label to give it a
professional appearance. Ordinary headphones of the
type used for a personal cassette players are ideal for
use with the Portable Geiger Counter.

The printed circuit board layout is shown in
Figure 8. The dense packing of the components and
fine tracking requires the use of a soldering iron with a
small tip.

Notes On Assembly
I Solder a short wire from the metal strap round T1
to the 0V connection on PCB; this prevents the audio
buzz from the astable from breaking through to the
headphones.
2 The push switch, SW1, has a clip holding the two
parts together -remember to order this as well.
3 The battery clip should be threaded through a
hole in ihe upright panel that separates the battery
compartment from the PCB. Tie a knot in the battery

Fig.8 Component oYerlay

PARTS LIST
RESIST0RS (all 0r5w mebl fi lm)

8l,6 1i;t(

B2 22:;<

B3 ii
84,8

B5

B7

B9

Rl0

.2it
al t'j

L{

tlttt
i0*ik preset

lutiit l5V

2^.;eramic

22:p po ystyrene

i0rr!ffiV disc ceramic
It ceramic

22;1r ceramic

,'t .:\i

R11

BVl

CAPACITCRS

C1

c2

c3

c4,5

c6,7

c8,11

C9

cl0

SEMICONDUCTOM

lC1 *.!3 q',ad 2-input NAND

PILLARS FOR
SCREWS

Fig.7 Positioning of components in box

leads to ensure that they do not tug on the connections
to the PCB...-.*
4 The PCB is held in place by means of the PCB
socket and push switch. Therefore the holes for these
two components need to be drilled with some care and
positioned as shown in Figure 7.
5 Cut a small piece oI polystyrene foam to fit inside
the battery compartment to cushion the movement o{
the battery.
6 The fling nut for the jack socket is not required.
Three holes need to be drilled in the box after the PCB
has been carefully fixed in position, one for the jack
socket, one for the push switch and one for the LED.

Testing
Ideally a high resistance voltmeter needs to be used to
set the DC voltage for the tube to between 500V and
550V by adjusting RV1 - it will not be possible to initi-
ate continuous discharge in the tube. Alternatively, set
RV1 to its mid position and wait for the random clicks
and the flash of the LED - about 2 to 6 clicks per
minute depending on geographical location. Try find-
ing sources of radiation, eg some smoke alarms, old
luminous watch and clock faces, rocks and soil and
along parts of the coastlline.

tc2

01,2

03

01,2

D3,4

zDl
LEDl

555timer

ZTX3OO NPN

ZTXsOO PNP

1N4002

1N40ffi

6V2 400mW

Red LED

MISCETLANEOUS

T1 Transformer pot core from Maplin, order code FP78K pee Fig.6)

SWl Push-to-make

Jl Jack socket 3.5mm pcb type from Maplin order code FK20W

BAT1 9V PP3

Geiger tube:IypeZP1310, from AIrad lnstruments Ltd, Turnpike Road

lndustrial Estate, Newbury Berks, RG13 2NS

Slngle fuseholder as clip for tube or glue tube to suriace of PCB

Headphones; Personal radio or cassette type with 3.5mm plug

lC sockets: 14-pin for lC1;8-pin for lC2

PCB: size 5lmm x 56mm; use glass fibre type and cut corner

notches as shown in Figure 9

Case: Sub-miniature with PP3 battery compartment; Farnell

0rder Code 148-580

Solder, insulated connecting wire
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e are now ready to start the final
assembly into the case. Figure 5 last
month highlighted the final posi-
tions of the component boards.
Firstly, mount the IEC socket or

cable gland as appropriate into the rear panel, and
then mount the mains switch. Before wiring the mains
connections itwillbe necessaryto mount IC12, thevol-
tage regulator. This is simply bolted against the rear
panel from the inside. The securing bolt (a brass bolt is
recommended) runs through the rear panel to a heat
sink which is mounted on the outside of the case. The
securing boltwilI be sufficient to conduct heat from the
regulator to the heat sink. The heat sink is probably
overkill since the regulator gets only slightly warm in
normal use, however, I prefer to play safe and use one!
Don't use a nylon bolt to mount the regulator as this
will defeat the object of the heatsink.

Flying leads should now be soldered to the pins of
the regulator IC from where they will run to the power
supply PCB. I recommend routing these along the rear
and side of the case. It is a good idea to place small rub-
ber sleeves over the regulator pins to prevent them
touching and shorting.

The next thing to do is to wire the mains leads to
the IEC socket if used. Solder on the connections and
run the live and neutral wires to the upper poles of the
DPST mains switch. I recommend using short lengths
of rubber or preferably heat shrink sleeving to cover
the solder connections at both ends once they are
made. Additionally I strongly recommend using a
proper rubber boot to sleeve the whole IEC socket.
Remember to thread the sleeves and the boot on to the
wires before soldering both ends. Once the sleeving
and boot is in place on the IEC socket it is a good idea
to tie the cables to the boot at the neck using a cable tie.
This serves the dual purpose of securing the cables
and the boot itself in place.

Solder two short lengths of appropriate mains
lead (sleeve the connections as before) to the middle
contacts of the switch. These will run to the transfor-
mer when mounted.

It is now time to mount the transformer. The

Final Assembly
tansformer is positioned as far back as it
will possibly go in the case, up against the

switch and the regulator. Make sure that no
exposed connections from the switch terminals

(especially any unused poles) come into contact with
the transformer case. Also make sure that none of the
exposed transformer poles touch any part of the regu-
lator or vice versa. When the transformer is in a suit-
able position, mark out the mounting holes for it on
the base of the box. Remove the transformer and drill
the mounting holes.

Solder the leads from the switch to the tansfor-
mer primary terminals and flying leads to the secon-
dary terminals. The trans{ormer is a 6VA 12V type with
either truo separate 6Vwindings or a single l2V centre
tapped winding. If it has two separate secondaries
these should be wired together in the middle to simul
ate a single centre tapped winding. When this has been
done there should be three output wires: two connec-
tions to either end of the secondary and one centre
tap. Again it is best to sleeve all the transformer con-
nections. The transformer may now be bolted to the
base of the case. Two eyelet connections are attached
to the transformer case by one of the mounting bolts.
One should be soldered to the Earth lead from the IEC
socket and the other should have a flying lead attached
which will eventually run to the ground power connec-

$;

Aubrey Scoon continues
his project to encourage
bra'inwaue patterns.
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tion on the pulse board connector CB1.
Temporarily fix or hold the power supply PCB in

place where it will be mounted and measure out the fly-

ing leads that come from the secondary of the transfor-
mer and the leads for theregulator. Trim allthewires to
the appropriate lengths and then solder them into
their respective positions on the power supply PCB.
Tie off the wires with cable ties so they will run neatly
round to the rear of the case Attach tvro flving leads to
the power supply PCB for the output connections, for
the 5V and ground lines. These two wires will only need
to run to connector CB1 on the pulse board which is

adjacent to the power board. Do not attach a wire for
the 17V output as this will be directly connected to the
waveform boards. Do not secure the power supply
PCB in place at this time.

The next step is to mount the waveform boards.
Before doing so it is a good idea to secure the lower
5mm spacers under the bottom board into position as

they will be impossible to reach when the board is in
place. A small blob of hot melt glue is perfect for this, if
not available try a little polystyrene cement.

Firstly mount the two pots for the wave{orm
boards on the front panel in the tvuo central holes, one

above the other. If you have decided to use both
optional switches for the wave{orm control you will
need to drill another hole in the front panel for the

shaft of the upper switch. I have not given dimensions
for this hole as its exact position will depend on the
length of the board mounting spacers you have used

When the pots are in place slide the hvo waveform
boards into position behind the pots The boards
should just fit in, with their front edges against the base

of the pots. The pots should be oriented so their termi-
nals are facing to one side where they will not short
against anything on the waveform board,

The boards may now be secured in position Take
a long bolt and run it up though the base of the case.

through the 5mm spacers underneath. and through
the 16mm spacers separating the tr,.,o *ateform
PCB's. Secure the boards and spacers ln piace with a

nut on the top board. The PCB: sncuid notv be
securely mounted- The lower hex sttirch (and the
upper i{ installed) on the ruareiom boards will be
standing back from the front oar.ei cy'about i" but the
shaft should protrude through ine panel \bu may at
this stage if you wish attach ihe collet knob, pointer
and cap to the waveforrn sr,,'itch anci trim the pot shafts
and secure the knobs If you have only installed one

waveform switch you can now mount the output jack

socket in the upper lefr nand optionalposition marked
on the template If you have the second switch installed
there will not be room rn the upper left position, in
which case you should have drilled the second
optional hole at the iower right hand side of the iront
panel and should rnount the jack socket there. Attach
the flying leads from the output terminals to the jack

socket as described earlier, routing and shortening the
wires as appropriate

Now ;,6rr can mount the pulse generator board.
Slide it into position and secure the hex switch mount-
ing collar to the tront panel. Run the fu;o lateral secur-
ing bolts through the base of the case on either side of
the pulse PCB and tighten them into position. The
pulse PCB should now be held firmly in place.

Trim the shaft of the hex switch on the pulse

board as appropriate and attach the collet knob and
accessones,

Allthatremains is to complete the interboard wir-
ing, see Figure 6 for a schematic. Run the flying leads
for the 5V and ground power connections and the
inputs from the waveform boards to the connector
CB1 on the pulse board Connect the tr,r,ro waveform
input leads to the u-o output poles on CB1. Eitherway
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Fig.9 Hemisync wavelorm generator overlay (2 boards required)

round will do, the orientation isn't critical. Now make
parallel connections at CB1 between the power leads

from the waveform boards and the two input power
leads from the power supply PCB. Additionally, con-
nect the exta earth connection from the transformer
case eyelet to the main ground connections on CB1
pin 3.

The 17 volt line from the waveform board con-

nector CB2 should be soldered directly to the appro-
priate connection on the power supply PCB. Once this
is done you can mount the power supply PCB on four
Smm spacers and secure it in position.

Trim all the leads to length as appropriate and tie
the flying cables together with cable ties.

Your hemisync machine is now complete. And
hopefully working!

Testing
The circuit is pretty shaightforward to test although
ideally an oscilloscope and frequency counter should
be used. Before switching on double check all connec-
tions and junctions against the wiring schedule and
check for short circuits or contacts between compo-
nents. Take particular care to check the mains input
wiring, especially in the area around the switch and
transformer When you are sure everything is OK
switch on.

I{ there are no sparks and smoke its a good sign
The first thing to check is the power supply voltages.
You should see 5V on the 5V line, nothing on the
ground and approximately 17V on the unregulated
17V line. The 77V line may vary by about 1.5V either
way without indicating any problem.

If the voltages are not correct, switch off immedi-
ately as you may damage the IC's if you apply the
wrongvoltages {or any length of time. lf there is a prob-
Iem triple check the interwiring. Make sure the diodes
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are the right way round on the power suppty pCB
(remember the stripe on the diodes is the negative end
and check ihe electrolytic capacitors are also the right
way round in polarityAlso make sure thatyou have not
swapped C17 and C18 inadvertently. The 17V line will
damage C18 if you have them in the wrong places

Now check the output of the pulse generator. If
you have a 'scope, check that there are pulses at the
two output terminals on CB1. A logic probe may be
used if you don't have a 'scope. The duty cycle of the
variable channel is very low so it may be hard to see the
pulse on a 'scope and some frequency counters may
be unable to obtain an accurate reading. The fixed
channel through CB1 pin 1 is a square wave and

Once the pulse board has been verified its time to
check the waveform generators Place a ,scope probe
on pin 16 of the ZN
should see an analo
amplitude of about
The shape will depend on the programming of the
EPROM. If you have only programmed the default sine
wave thenbnly one of the 16 switch positions will be
working unless you have filted the whote EpROM with
the same pattern. So try turning the hex switch for the
waveform until the tace appears.
waveforms you should see the tra
you turn the switch.
If th the setting of jum-
Pq isa2732the jtm.
Per st two terminals of
the jumper blockwhen pin 1 of the EpROM is on your
left. If the EPROM is not a 2732 rhejumper must be
installed so that it connects the rightmost two termi-
nals.

If the jumper is OK make sure that you have
installed the through hole wire links, LK1 through
LK6.

If the problem persists check that thewiring to the
pulse generator is correct and that you have pulses and
power coming in on the appropriate terminals of CB2.
Also double check all soldering on the board and
make sure all the chips are in the right way round, and
soldered on both sides of the board where necessary.

When you manage to get a waveform from the
D/A converter its time to test the output amplifiers.
Connect a pair of stereo headphones to the outpui

should be easy to detect. The frequency of the fixed
channel should be exactly 52083.33kH2. If you are
able to read the frequency oI the variable channel it
should be somewhere between 51546kH2 and
47846kH2, depending on the position of the pulse
board switch. Varying the position of the switch should
vary the output frequency of the variable channel.

If you see the above pulses all is well with the
pulse board. If you are getting no output then it is a
good idea to check the clock signals further back in the
circuitry and see if they are present.

The first thing to eliminate is the master clock
generator. Check the output ofthe crystal oscillator on
pin 8 of IC1. You should see a stable 10MHz square
wave signal. If that is not present the crystal may be
damaged intemally, they are fragile and can easily
shatter if dropped.

If the 10MHz signal is OK check the output of pin
9 of lC2. This should be a 3.333333MH2 signal with
33% duty cycle. If this is not present try reptacing IC2,
after checking all the connections.

The rest of the pulse board is pretty straightfor-
ward so there is little that can go wrong iI carelully con-
structed. If you do have problems I would suggest
checking carefully for solder bridges between pins on
the IC's and make sure that wire cuttings, loose solder
and filings have notworked theirway into the circuitry.
Double check that all through hole connections have
been soldered properly on both sides of the board.

jack and listen for a 20OHz tone. This will sound like a
low hum. You may hear beats between the channels.
This indicates the hemisync machine is woiking prop-
erly, the beats do not in fact exist they are a kind of
audio illusion that your brain creates when it integrates
the signals.

If you don't hear anything immediately, try turn-
ing the pots, these are the volume controls and it may
be you have the volume turned right down

Try varying the position of the hex switch on the
pulse generator. You should hear the beats speed up
or slow down as appropriate. If you have more than
one waveform programmed in the EPROM, try chang-
ing the waveform by moving the switch(es) on the
waveform boards. You should hear a change in the
tone and quality of the sound if the wave is sufficiently
different. You should also find that varying the pot
positions will alter the volume of the output signal
independently for each channel.

If you still get no output then check the wiring to
the jack socket and test the 17v input line by measuring
the voltage on pin 14 of the LM380. Also double check
the wiring to the pots.

The circuit has been designed for use with minia-
ture 8R stereo headphones. If you find the volume is
very low then it may be because your headphones
have a higher impedance. One possibility to increase
the available volume is to replace the pots with larger
ones. The volume pots may be replaced by any value



up to 2M2 without adversely affecting the operation of
the circuit. Larger values will increase the input signal

and hence the output volume. If that fails, get yourself

some netv headphones
The wave{orms of the hemisymc machine are

quite accurate but extreme hi-fi is not required. An
ordinary set of miniature headphones as used on a

personal stereo will suffice. They usuall-' cost only a
few pounds and are easily obtained in many high street

stores.

Technical Speciftcatioo and
Proqramrning
The two output signals are obtained by ilrision of the
master oscillator frequency. The flred cl'.annel uses a

constant division ratio of 49152 1192 on the pulse

board and a further division by 256 o:. '.l.le r,'aveform

generator) which results in an oupui oi 203 45Hz for
a 10MHz input signal. The variabie :rr.nel allows 16

different intermediate division ra:os oi \94 to 209,
which are again divided by 256 c: ii,e waveform

board. The resulting final frec.ue::ies and the differ-
ences relative to the Iixed char.:e- -e shou'n below in
Table2.

lntermedlate

division

Ratio

Jifierence

l-:,-: 'rcm fixed

Elnal F,a.: :=l+r.:, Channel

the EPROM, one value per byte in binary.
To get you started I have supplied a hex dump of

the values for a basic sine wave pattern in Tabte 3 . A
square wave is easy to do also, the first 128 values will

all be 0 and the second 128 will all be 255 (or vice

versa) For those of youwho do notwantto get involved
in the details of custom waveform design, or do not
have EPROM blowing facilities, Iwill be offering a pre-

programmed set of EPROMs with 16 interesting and
varied wave patterns. See Buylines for details.

You are now equipped to try all kinds o{ fascinat-

ing experiments with your Hemisync machine If you

do happen to discover a combination of frequencies

and patterns which gives an unusual result then write in
to ETI and share it with the rest of us If anyone devel-

ops the paranormal powers claimed by some Hemi-
sync fanatics and makes a fortune on the stock market
as a result, I hope they'll remember who made it all

possible.

HOW IT WORKS
Pulse &neratot Circuit

Three gtet ottCl are used in conjunction with XIAL1, R1, R2, Cl and C2

totorma TTL oscillatorat lOMHz.The outputofthe oscillator isfedtotwo

independentsub circuits.ThefirstctmprisestC's 2 and 3.lC2isadual JK

flipflop wiredin a divide by3 configuration.The outputfrom thisisfedto

tC3, a dual 4-bit counter cascaded to form a single 8-bit counter. The

d$Elis dMded byafurther Musinq 6stagesof thiscounter,The resultis

ttc 1S'{Hzlnputsignal divided by atotat0f 3x64=192.This corresponds

to a fixed o@ut lrequency of 52083.33H2.

The second subcircuitisthemriable divider.lC's 4and 5 are74191 4'

bit bin€ry c0unters c0nnected together in cascade to form a composite

8-bit counter The basic idea is to preioad the counters with a binary

value applied externallyto its load inputs and then to count dounto zero

from thatvalueandreload.Asingle outputpulse(the ripplecarryoutput)

is generated cou applie

thus rcprese r of ircd to

outputpulse divi would

enough to connectthe ripple carry outputtlom thecounter directlyto its

load trigger input. This would then cause an automatic reload. The

poblem with this method is thatthe 7415191 requires the load signal to

be heldfor a minimumof 25ns,lf the ripple canyisconnected directlyto

load, it will cause the ripple cany to change within only a tew

Ganossonds ol applying the toad value and so the hold time witl notbe

met.

Ttre solution to this problem islC6.The ripple carryoutputlromthe

counter is always generated on a falling edge ofthe main clockinput. ln

thiscircuit,the ripplecarry isfedtothe asynchronousblear inputof a 7474

D-type flip flop. This rosults in the a output of the flip flop being driven

lowwhichin turn drivesthe loadtrigger inputolthecountetTheflipllop

wiit remain in the clear $tate even when the ripple carry ehanges. Ihe

clock input of the flip flop is connected to the main clock driving the

couiler, so on the rext rising edge ol the cloek {one half cytle - 50ns

laterla hiqh valueattheDinputwill beclockedthrought0the0utputthus

removing the load trigger. lnthis waythen the loadtrigger lasts precisely

50ns, long enough to meet the hold lime constraint of the counters

The value to count down lrom is setusing a hexadecimal encoded

(rotary) binarys$/itch SW1 tovarythe load inputsof lC4 between 0 and

15. The 4 mosr signiiicant bits ol the divide count, represented by the

inputsoflC5 are hardwired inthe pattern 1100. The outputofthe switch

incidentally is irwerted so lO conects for true binary

ln this way the count loaded can vary from 11000000 binary to

11001111 which appears to represent a ratio irorn 192 to 207 ln practise,

the actual riBpte carry pufse from the counters 6dds an extra 'l to the

overallcountin each counterands0 theactual divisionratio isalwaystwo

morethsnthe binary inputvatue, So the division ratios in practiseare 194

to 2ffi.

This results in an output pulse at a frequency variable between

51540.398 (t0MHz divided by 1S) and 4i84639H2 (10MHz divided bv

209).wtren dividedby a lurther2S6 in the wavef 0rm generator eircuitthis

gives approximate 1Hz steps around 2mHa

The actual output pulse is taken from the min/max output of the

counter, this is simplya variant of the ripple carry
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194

r95

1S
197

198
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201

208

209

4966a
r61'

50:7e

50432

5091

51rC

511;

519&

,222!
ql/.f

52iS
!29-oi

53ri4

2,10

4.1 5

516

el6
/. tb

&1{

9,ll
10,c7

':1,Q2

t i.Jl

i 230

1 383

14.74

15.65

16.55

Table 2: Output Frequencies for Hemisync Machine.
All frequencies are in Hertz.

The resultant difre:e:ce iequency is settable in

approximate 1 Hz steps over most of the range.

The wavefon'n enve.oce is determined bythepro-
gramming of the EPRO)I on the waveform generator'

This is fairly stralghrforu ari The waveform generator

cycles the EPROM aCcress lines through 256 different

addresses per q'cie oi the output wave. To construct a
given wave enuelope .iou must simply program in the

values of 256 successi!e a'enly spaced samples of the

desiredwave The D A converter used has 8bitaccu-
racy and so the ampiitude of the samples must be

expressed as a number in the range 0-255. A value of 0

corresponds to the negative peak of the output wave

and a value of 255 to the positive peak. A value of 127

may be considered to be the arbitrary baseline for the

envelope.
The values for the wave samples may be gener-

ated easily using a computer spreadsheet, if you know

the mathematical formula of the desired wave. I{ not
you witl have to use a manual method' The way to do

this is to draw a grid of 256by256squares (a piece of
graph paper is perfect) and sketch one cycle of the

desired wave envelope on the grid, ensuring as far as

possible that the peaks of the wave reach the top and

bottom edges of the grid. Thevalues for the 256 ampli-
tude sampies may now be read off from left to right
from the graph paper and programmed directly into
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Wavelorm Generator Cirouits

The outputs from the pulse generator cinuit are fed independently to
two identical waveform generators, 0n eah waveform generator the

inputpulse is fed to the ciock input ol lC8, a 74393 connected as an gbit

counter,The outputs ollCS drivethe lower 8 address tines oftheEPROM

chip (lC9I. This means that the EPB0M constantly cycles through 256

consecutive addresses, one per input pul the
EPROMgo t0thB data inputs of a digitalto ,As
theEPB0M eycles through its addresses the corresponding data atthose
addresses causes the D/A convarter to generate an appropriate

analogue vohage, This means that tho D/A actually generates 2b6

consecutive analogue vottage steps, one per input pulse, Taken in this
way lhe 0utput voltage $eps aptrar to comprise a cyclical analogue

waveform, one cycle prr 256 input pulses, whh a voltage amplitude
resolution of2S6steps ln this way any desired cyclical wave envelop
can begeneratedsimply byloading an approp{i8te set 0fdatn vaiuesiflto
thE EPftOM.

The fourmost significant address linesoitheEPROM {thefour fiat
areactually used, depending on EPfl0M type) are connected to another
hex switch, This allows the userlo $elect one ol 16 setsofdiffemntdata
values and therefore, one of 16 different conespond

The analogue output from the D/A convetur i an

audioarnplifier lC (lCll) an 1M380. This in turn drivesone channel of a

poirol headphones, Ihe volumeo{ theoutput signal can bevaried using

RV1.

PowetSupply

The power supply is verystraightforwlrd. A transformerls used with a

l2VAC centre tapped secondary.Alternatively, the secondarim of a dual

secondary 6V transformer arewired in seriesto lorm a single 12V centre
tapped winding. The secondary output runs to a fuil wave rectifier
formed by four diodes. The rectified oueut is smoothed by Cl7 and

forms an unregulated DC output at approximately l7V. Tk cente tap is

used as an independent output anddrives smoothing capacitor Clg and

a5V regulator 1C12. ln thiswaytwoindepndent DCoutputsarc available

using onty a single rectifier bridge. The 5V output ddves the logie

circuity and the 17 voh unregulaled output drives the audio output lC

WAVEFOf, M G EIff RATOf, BOARD

ltlote $at two identical waveform generator hoar6 are aoeded lor th'p

coiect m onSrEulied on oNE ofrhe
boards. o#tsriskt.

HESST0RE (all 20% tolerance or fotter)

R3,4 4k71 /4W

R5-8 4t7U4W*
f9 s30dilqw
fi10 47k1t4lii/

R1l 1k01t4w

R12 383 r/2W

CAPACITORS

C10 4p7l16v Tantalum bead

Cll 1op/2svElectrolythAxial

C12 A70p/2svElectolyticAxial

C13 100n Cmamic t00V

C14- 16 Iffin Ceramic for decoupling

sEriltc0NDUcToBs

lC8 7415393 (or 74HG393 if ttG dwices

lCg IPR0[4, any from 2732 thrq 27512,

lC10 2N559 D1A Gonrarter

lcll 1M380 Audio Amp

IHSCnLAI'IEOIJS

CB2,3 PCBmountingconnectorblocls{mCBl),
SW2 Hex encoded switch (ao SW'l)

JI PCB Jumper, 2 position

SKI 28 way tumed pin lC socht for lCg {see lext)

OTIIEB MTSCELI,AI$EOUS PA*TS

1 off Stereo 35mm pnelmount jmk so*et for headphones

2 lengths (approx 150mm each) of twin core mreenedaudiocabl6
4 off PCB spacers appmx 16mm

4otf PCB spmers approx Emm

2 off collet knobs tor hex switches ffi 4S-772

2 ofl caps {or collet knobs fiS 499-517

2 off Pointers for collet knoh fS 4S-545
2off Knobs lor volume pots

'l off plastic Verobox (188mm x 1 10mm ,6$mm) i.a B$ E0$5S
Nuts and bolts for mounting boards, wire for interconnections, rubhr
or heatshrink sleeving lor mains conneclions on ryilch and

transformel,

BTIYLINES
All the components for this project are available from Etectrornail P0

8ox 33, Corby, Northants, NN1 7 9EL Teli0536l 204555.

Additionally, a set of EPf0[4s ior thh projettr ge-programrred

with 16 differenl wave patterns is available ftom tlF Author, Contact

Scoon Consuhancy Servieeg 49 Honeyhi[ fioad, f,raetnelf Berkshirs,

RG12 lYHorTel (03441 8ffi188t0rdetaihTho priceeforthe EPflot4sare

f8 each if bought singly or f14 per pair all inclusive. The author is also

abletoqonstructcustom wawform program$b otderatadditioftalccst

deoending on comolexitv

PARTS LIST
POVYEB SUPPTY

cAPAe[ons
C17 2200p/ 25v Badial Electrotyric

C18 2200U 16v RadialElodrolytic
sEMlcoil0ucToRs
D1,2J,4 1N4ffi1 orequivalentReclifierDiodes

lC12 7805, +5 vo11Yo11rn, *nr,u*ot

Ml$CEI.I.ANEOUS

S,YV3 DPST Miniature Toggta Switch, 240v 3A

TBI 546v,6VA Miniaure MainsTransformer i.e,

RS207-1S

Heatsink for lC'I2 (rerommend BS 401-863), IEG Mains socket and LEG

cabh orgiards and cahle.

TUISE GEI'|ERAI0f, SOARD

nESEIORS (20% tolerance or better)

81,2 330R1/4W

SlLl SlLReshtorNetwork4kT,6wayor6off4kTresiotorsl/4W

CAPAC1T0nS

C1,2 1n ceramic

C3-9 '100n ceramic

SEl,llC0NDUCTORt

1c1,7 74rS04

lc2 7415112

rc3 74ts393

lc{,5 7415191

lc6 i4Lsi4

I,bte: 74'HG' series CM0S devices may be substituted for the abow

lC's for lower power operation.

MISCEil-AI'lE0US

XTAL1 l0MHzCryshl

SU1 Hexadecimal Coded Switch ffT angle BS 333t91

CBl PCB mounting connectorblock, 8S424.305

Happy Hemisgmcing!
Table 3:

Hex Dump for basic EPB0M Sine Wave Pattern

00 - 80 83 86 89 8C 90 93 96 99 9C 9F A2 A5 ASABAE
1O _ 81 83 86 89 BC BF CI C4 C7 C9 CC CE Dl D3 D5 D8

20 -DADC DE EO E2 E4 E6 E8 EA EB ED EF FO FI F3 F4

30_ F5 F6 F8 F9 FA FA FB FC FD FD FE FE FE FF FF FF

40_ FF FF FF FF FE FE FE FD FD FC FB FA FA F9 F8 F6

50- F5 F4 F3 FI FO EF ED EB EA E8 E6 E4 E2 EO DEDC
60 -DA D8 D5 D3 DI CE CC C9 Ci C4 C1 BF BC 89 86 83

70 - Br AEABAS A5 A2 9F 9C 99 96 93 90 8C 89 86 83

80 - 80 7D 7A77 74 70 6D 6A 67 6/t 61 5E 58 58 55 52

90 - 4F 4D 4A 47 M 41 3F 3C 39 37 34 32 2F 2D 2g 28

A0 - 26 24 22 20 lE lC 1A 18 16 15 13 il 10 0F 0D 0C

80-08 0A 08 07 06 06 05 04 03 03 02 02 02 01 01 01

c0-01 01 01 0l 02 02 02 03 03 04 05 06 06 07 08 0A

D0-08 0c 0D 0F 10 11 13 15 16 l8 14 1C 1E 20 22 24

E0- 26 28 28 2D 2F 32 34 37 39 3C 3F 41 M 47 4A40
F0 - 4F 52 55 58 58 5E 51 M 67 6A 6D 70 14 77 7A7D
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complex transmitters 9v oP€ration e4 00 each rel 4P81

1OOM REEL OF WHITE BELL WlREligure I pansrn idel ,q
inter@ms, d@r bells etc €3 00 a Eel Ef 3P107
TRANSIITTER RECEIVER SYSTEItloiginally mad€ lor nure
call systems lhey @nsist of a psndanl style transmitler and a

roceiverwith tele$oEicaeial 12v 80 dilfeEntchennels El2 O0 ref

12P26
CIAP IJGHT. This devi@ lurns on a lamp at a lingor 'snap' €lc
ni@V cas6d with builtinbattery oPerated ligtn ldeal bedside lighl6tc
e4 0o each rel 4P62
ELECTRONIC ITIPSTICK KlT.cotsins all yd n@d to build an

elecironic devi@ to give s 1 0 lsrel liquid indicator E5 0O (ex ca* l

re{ 5P'194
UNIVERSAL BATTERY GHARGER.Takes AA's, c's, D's anc
PP3 nicads Holds up to 5 battqios al once New and cased, mei ns

operated €€ 0o r6f 6P36
ONE THOUSAND CABLE TlESlTSmm x 24mm whiis nylon

cabl6 tios only e5 0o r6f 5P181
PC MODEMS1200/75 baud modem designed tc plug inlo a
PC complete with manual bul no softwar€ e18.00 rel 18P12
ASTEC SWITCHED MOOE POWER SUPPLYSomm x'l6smm
(PCB size) gires +5 at 3 75A, +1 2 al 1 5A. -12 al 0 4A Brand new

!1 2 00 Bl 12P39
VENTILATED CASE FOR ABOVE PsLkrth lEc filtered ec*et
and porer stdtch !5 0O rel 5P190
lN CAR POWER SUPPLY.Plugs into qgar ecket and grv6
3,4,5,6,7 5.9, and 12v @Puts at 800mA Complete with universl
sriderplug f5mEf5P167
CUSTOMER RETURNEDswitched mode porer epplies Mixed

lype, good for spsres or €peir e2 00 eech ref 2P292

DRILL OPERATED PUMP.Fits €ny dnll and is slf pfl ming C3 00

rsf 3P140
PERSONAL ATTACK ALAR[l.Complete with bult in torch and

vanity mir@r. Poc*et sized, req's 3 M batteries. e3 00 ret 3P1 35

POWERFUL SOLAR CELL lAilP .45 VOLTbnly 1s.00 ref

5P1 92 (oiher sizes avaliable in catalogue)
SOLAR PROJECT KlT.ConEists ol a solarcell. spocial Dc rctor,
plasiic Ian snd turntebld etc pkrs a 20 Pago b@k on glar energy !

Price is €8 00 Bl 8P51
RES|STOR PACK.1o x so valuos (500 r6idqst all l/4 ffii\fl"
retalf lm C5 0O Gf 5P170

CAPACIfOR PACK 1.100 rcerted non electrolylic c+sciton

',zco 
td 2P286

CAPACITOB PACK 2. 40 esoned olectrolylic €PacibG e2 @
td 2?287
OUICK CUPPA? 1 2v immocion heaier with lead and cigar lght r

pUg E3 0O ol 3P92
LED PACK.50 red leds, 50 green leds and 50 yellow ledsall smm
eO 0O ref 8P52
FEERARI TESTAROSSA, A truo 2 chanhel .adio contplled 6r
wilh ioilErd, GveEe.2 gea.s PlJs t]6o Wo*ing h.sdligtlrs
9,22 oo pl 22P6
ULTRASOMC WRELESS ALARM SYSTEilrwo unirs, oe
a sonsr which plugs ir(o 8 13A sod(€t in ths ar€a y@ wish io
protgci. The othq, a centEl alarm unil plugs inlo any other soc*et
elaerere in the building. When tho $nsor is triggered (by body

movement elc) the alam eunds Adjustable sensitivily Pri@ per
pair e2o oo rel 20P34 Addalional senrcre (max 5 Por alam unit)

11tooBf11P6
WASHING MACHINE PUMP.Mains operat€d nry pump Notsett
piming e5 0O El 5P16
IBM PRINTER LEAD.(D25 lo centroni6 phrg) 2 met.e PaEllol
€5 00 rel 5P1 E6

COPPERCLADSTRIP BOARD17"xa"of 1" pitch"verc"board

€4 OO a sheet cl 4P62 or 2 sh@tsforeT 00 cl 7P22
STRIP BOARD CUTilNG TOOll2 00 Et 2P3s2
3 1/2'di$ divs 72OK caPacity made by NEC 860 0O rel 60P2
W LOUDSPEAKERS.s watt magnetically scrsnod 4 ohm 55 x
'l25mm a3 0O a pair rer 3P109
SPEAKER GFILLS s€t oI3 matching grills d dinerent diamdsE
2 packs tor E2 0o (6 grills) El 2P364

50 METRES OF ilAINS CABLE t3.00 2 core black prs@l rn

convanist 2 m longths ldeal for repaic and proj*ts Fl 3Pgt
4 CORE SCREENED AUDIO CABLE 24 METRES C2.q)
Pr€@t into convenient 1 2 m lengths Rel 2P365
TWEETERS 2114" DlAS ohn mounied on a sma^ metalplaletor
oasy rixing E2 00 rd 2P366
COMPUTEF MIGE Onginally made lor Futro PC's bul can be
adapted try oiher machinos Swiss mads E8 0O .eJ 8P57 Atai ST

csveBion kit e2 0o rel 2P352
5 1 /2" 20WATT SPEAKER Buihin tweetor4 ohmAS 0OrelsP205
5" X 3' 15 OHil SPEAI(ER 3ldql 00!! ret co213
AIUUSTABLE SPEAKER BFACKETS ld66l lor runling
spqke6on irternal orextemal @heE, unden surfa@s etc 2for
rs oo €f 5P207
PIR UGHT SWIfCH Replac6 I standard light su,itch in econds
lightoperates when anybody @mG within deteclion range (4m) end

steys on tor an 8djustabl€ time (1 5 ecs to 1 5 rins). Complsls with

daylight snsr. Unil also tunctions as a dimrer sitchl20O watt
max Not sitable lorlloure$onts ql4 0O ref 14P10

2 ilEG IrISC DRIVES 3 'l12' dis driv6 mado by Sony h@sed in

a 5 1/4" IEMI 2 meg ldmatted 066 0O re{ 56P1
CUSTOMEF BETUBNED 2 chanrel tull turciion radio @ntrolled
carc ony !8.00 El 8P200
wlNoUP SoLAR POWEREo BADIo! FllvAM radio lakss NICAD

batterios completo t/ith hsnd chaqer and solar panel 14P2@
2/O WATT BtS AlrP KIT Stere 30{-30 psu requiBd e40 0o ref
40P2m
300 TYATT FllS MONO AMP KIT e55.@ Psu Dquirod ret 55P2oo

ALARtI PIF SENSOBS Stsndad 12v alaim tyPo sNor will inter-
,ace to msl alam penels e16 OO rel 16P200
ALARil PANELS 2 zone cas€d kEypad enrry, enty eritlire delay

etc elSOOretI6P2OO
35UU CAMEBAS Customer retutr€d unils with built in llash ald

les compatible (TTL input) new and csed l22.OO tel22P2
VGA PAPER WIflTE UON9 monitos naw and 6ed 240v
AC. !59 00 ret 59P4
AMSTRAD DMP3ooo PRINTER Nw 9 pin printer, centronie
i/l €69.00 ral 69P4
AIISTRAD DIUP 3160 PRINTER New 9 pin printer, centroni6

a handful ol components you can hri h a 25 watt ampliier e4 00 rel
4P69 (Cirflit dia includod)
UNEAR POWER SUPPLY Brand new 220v inPut +5 at 3A, +'12

at 1 A, -1 2 al 1 A Shon circuit protected f 1 2 00 rel 1 2P21

llAlNS FANS Snailtype construdion Appox 4"x5" trunted on a

melal plate lor oasy lixing New e5 0o 5P1 66
POWERFUL IONIZER KlT.Generates 10 limos moF ions than
comrercielunits! Cmpleie kit including c8s 418 o0 rol 18P2

l/[t{ RADIO iIOOULE only 2" square with f€rrile aoialand tun6r
Sup€rhet R€q's PP3 battery el 00 rel 80716
HIGH RESOLUilON I$ONITOR.9" black and white Phillips tub€
in chagsig msds for OPD @mputer but may be eilEble for olherE

€20 00 €l 20P26
BARGAIN MCADS AAA SIZE 2OOIiAH 1.2V PACK OF 1

14.00 REF 4P92, PACK OF 1(n E30.00 REF 30P16
CB CONVERTORS.Converts E er radio into an AM cB rE@iver

CBed with cir@it diagam €4 0O rsf 4P48
FLOPPY DISGS. Pack ot 1 s 31/2" OSDD t10 00 ref 1 0P88 Pack

ol 10 51/4" DSDO !5 0O rd 5P16E
SOMC CONTROLLED ilOTOR One clid( to dan, two click to

B
850:iref,-Stln
,,:;ii,Elil3:,EG[I::::,IEEl

Irfrtli::OHDgR

SOME OF OUR PPODUCTS MAY BE



DIGITAL SIMULATION PCB and SCHEMATIC C.A.D.
PULSAR T195 EASY.PC

o At lasl! A lu!!featured Digitat Circuit Simulator for
less than tlOOO!

o without the

. per week!o Libraries.

. -Bl[s on PCD(T/ATl2O6lgO6l486 wilh EGA or
VGA. Hard disk recommended-

o Runs on
PClYllATlzB6/386 wilh
Herc, CGA, EGA or VGA.

o Design Single sided,
Double sided and
Multilayer boards.

o Provides Surface Mount
support.

o

o Award winning EASy-pC
!s rn use in over 9OOO
installations in 5O
Countries Wortd-Wide.

o Superbly Easy to use.
o Not Copy Protected.

Options - lOOO piece
Gerber lmport facitity CgO.OO

For full info' Phone, Fax or Write to:

![qmber o;; systems Ltd. I The CAD Specialists
REF: ETl, HARDING wAY, SOMERSHAM noao, sr.rvEs, HUNTINGDoN, cAMBs, pErT 4wR, ENGI-AND.Telephone: 04BO 61778 (7 tines) Fax: 0480 4g4O42
lnternational: +4+480-61778 Fax: + 4+480-494042 ACCESS, AMEX, MASTERCARD, VISA Wetcome.

t
: I

I I i'IN
reaorng UK secunly com-panies, all in-house designe}

il,ry.-,"iii[li::.".,"[i!l]t,tiiffi :l;i,:lT:,..1.Ji;
up service available if required 

al vHF ladioor tuned highertorgreatersecuriryBuild:

MTXMicro-minialureaudiotransmitterlTmmxlTmm gVoperation loomrange Gi3.45
W500 Hipower audio transmitter 25OmW output.20mmx4omm. 9-12V operation. 2-3O0Om

vxr voice activated transmitter variabre sensirivity.20mmx67mm 9v operation 1000m range
, t19.45

SCRX Sub-carier scrambled audio transmilter Cannot be monitored without decoder fifled toradio. 20mmx67mm. 9V operation. 10OOm range ..................... ...................... ,................................... t22.95
SCDi, Sub-cader decoder unil for moniloring SCRX. Connects to radio earDhone socket.Provides output for headphones.32mmx7omm. g_tZV opeotion--- -_ ..1-.- ---.1............ tzz.gS
H-V-X40 l\,lains powered audio kansmitter. Connects direcfly lo 240v AC supply.3ommx35mm.

xr89 crystar controiled audio transmitter. High performance. loomw outpul. suoDried with xtal
for 108MHz. others avaitabte to 116[IHz. gs;mizomm. gv ope,iiion l_dotibn*ianse ...egz.ss
OTX180 Narow band FM crystal controlled audio kansmiller lgoMHz freqUency. BgqUiresscannerreceiveroroureRxtbokit(seecartzorri,dTrr.svop"iiiion ibiiil"r',rng"tlo.ss
TKX900 nacker/Bleeper transmitter. Transmits contrnuous stream of audio pulses. Variable tone
and rate. Poweriul 200mW outpul.63mm,25mm. 9V operation. 2-3OOOmiinge 

- 
tZZ.gS

g i Connects belween telephone linesau llywilh useolphone.Allconversalion

TLX700 l\,licro miniature transmitter to line (a switches on and otfwith phone use. AIt co s transmitt ,Zoni. -iioii 
tine. tOoOm

range ............._........................... 
.......................... e13.45

ctor/loca 
ry. l,tult

te bleepe OCON
and nor al suc

U-Kcustonercpleasesendcheques pOsorreg$tercdcash pteaseaddt..50petordetlotp&p
c,::!:::.:!^r:l!y !:!: lll:wns tor cheque ciearanc".o,e,siiiiis-toiiii{eii sterrins oanr,
y,1,r,9:r::^1"!99!?,1i1 add ts.00 per oder ror shipment. Crcditcard ode6 accepted oi0827/ 144/O. lAOe enQUrES WelCOme.

Send 2nil cbss sramps lot the n6w 1gg1 Catalogue

l-

19" RACK MOUNTING EQUIPMENT CASES
This rangeol 19" n btacklinished 16SWG(1.5mn)slmlkontpanetslnofixing holesv,sbte).
with the rear box rrom zoswo r.gmmj sri,ji. in6-d[iijiiji.][iL ro" rzl.lrrloJ"i]
t{EW FOR I 990 rv_prolecr cases onty 4,, (1Ol mm) deep and are avaitabfu ,n ,fr. fo,f"*ing';"irL;;;;.",PBOJECTCASES ^N\\sType H price

PU1 13/a' f16.50PU2 31/t' fl9.50PU3 51/4" ) t20.S0PU4 7, \ t22.so
PU6 1012, ) czo.so

EOUIPMENTCASES
Ul 1V." (44mm) t20j0U2 3yr'(88mm) C24.15U3 5%,lt33mm) tZ7.60u4 7'(178mm) C29.90

0elivery included {UK onlvl
All prices includeVAT.

BLANKING PANELS, RACKING CONSOLES
and RACK CABINETS are also avaitabte
Pleasesend SAE lordetails
Tel: 0275 823983 lorAccesyvisa Sales or cheq ue
wilh orderto:

RACKZPRODUCTS
PO Box 1402 Mangotsrield, Bristol, England, BStT3Ry

OMNI ELECTRONICS
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 sDX . O31 667 2611

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE WITH
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE

SEND YOUR REMITTAN
ADDRESS AND

REOUESTING A COPY
CATALOGUE.

Open: Monday-Fridav 9.00-6.()() 
-r- Saturddvg.oo-it.oo- -'-- 3
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PCBFoils

Heisync Warrelorm Gernator Foil
Component Side

fuYLgor

Eoutter

Hemisync Waveform Generator Copper
Side

Hemisync Power SuPPIY

Counter Front Panel
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Geiger Counter Foil
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Nightfighter
Main Processor Board

- Copper Side

t

oJ

Hemisync
Pulse Generator Foil

- Copper Side

J(/ (aarl"f
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Hemisync
Pulse Generator Foil

- Component Side
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Take the Sensible Route!
BoorOVloker is o powerfulsoftwore toolwhich
provides o convenient ond fost method of designing
printed circuit boords. Engineers worldwide hov-e
discovered thot it provides on unporolleled price
performonce odvontoge over other pC-bosed ond
dedicoted design systems by integroting sophisticoted
grophicol editors ond CAM outputs of on offordoble
price,

ln the new versionV2,23,,full

oted to provide
inks between your
oker.

Equolly, powerfulfeotures ore included to ensure thot
users who do not hove schemotic copture softwore
con toke full odvontoge BoordMoker,

V2.23 of BoordMoker is still o remorkoble
9295,00 ond includes 3 months free
softwore updotes,

considerotion hos been given to
ollowing designers to continue using their existiig
schemotic copture pockoges os o iront end to-.]
BoordMoker. Even powerful focilities such os Top- Oown
Modificotion, Component renumber ond Bock r

I
Ir
I
I
T
t
I
I
I
I
I
I

|et list input fro.m OTCAD, Schema, etc
lop down modification

BoordMoker ond
BoordRouler qre priced
ot 9295.00 eoch. As o

speciolintroductoty otter, they con be
bought together for onty S49S.OO
which puts sophisticoted pCB CAD
soflwore within the reoch of oll
engineers. This price includes 3
monlhs free sofiwore updotes ond full
telephone technicol support.

Don't just toke our word for it. Coll us
todoy for o FREE Evoluotion pock ond
judge it for yourself.

tsien

Tsien (UK) Limited
Cambridge Research Laboratories
181A Huntingdon Road
Gambridge C83 ODJ
Tel 0223 277777
Fax 0223 277747

settings in the some woy you might route it youself
monuolly.

This obility ollows you to outoroute mixed technology
designs (SMD, onologue, digitol, power switching
etc)in ONE PASS while respecting AIL design rute-s,

No worrying obout
whether trocks will fit

between pins. lf the trocks widths ond cleoronces
ollow, BoordRouter will outomoticolly ploce 1,2 or
even 3 trocks between pins.

You con freely pre-route

BoordMoker prior to outorouting, Whilst outorouting
you con pon ond zoom to inspect the routes ploced,
interrupt it, monuolly modify the loyout ond resume
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TODAY INTERNATIONAL

E9109-1 Geiger Counter .......... E

Egl}g-z HemisrTnc Waveform Generator Board .:,..r,.......'.'..........'..'. G

E9109-3 HemisTnc Pulse Generator Board .........'...'.'..... F

Eg7O9-4 Hemirync Povver Supply Board ...'...' ..'...'.......'. C

E9109-5 Nighfighter Main Processor Board .............'..'... O

PCBs for the remaining proiets are av-ailable from the companies listes in Buylines.

Use the {orm or a photocogg ftr your order. Please fill our all parts of the form. Make sure you use the board reference

numbers. This not onb.ii,srtifes tre board but also tells you when the project was published. The first two numbers are

the year, the na<t two are the month.

Terms are stricdy payrnant widr order. We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a proforma invoice if required'

Such orders will not be foc€ssd until payment is received

PCts

SE TCE

E9106-1 La6er Receiver .................. '...-... F

E9106-2 Temperature Contoller - Power Supply .'..... G

E9107-1 Temperature Contoller - Main Board ............. K
E97O7-2 Temperature Contoller - Probe PCB ............. F
E9107-3 The Foot Tapper - Volume Contol

(double sided) ........'......'........... J
E9107 -4 The Consort Loadspeaker .......................'....'..... H
E9108-1 PulsedWidthTrain Contoller ............................ E

E9tO8-2 Model Speed Contoller - Main Board ............ F

E9108-3 Model Speed Controller - Power Supply ........ F

TELEPHONE
ORDERS

ma'y be made on

(o442',)
66551

ACCESS or VISA

Price Price
code (inc.

vAT)
c t1.E0
D L2.50
E L3.25
F f.4.00
G L4.75
H t5.50
J L6.62
K L7.20
L 98.80
M f,10.60
N c13.10
o tr5.80
P Lt7.90
a f,2r.80
R 823.90
s L25.90
T t29.00
u 832.20
v t35.80
w 137.90
x t40.70

t-
TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS SERVICES,

ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Please supply:
Quantity Ref. no Price Code Price Total Price

t0.75

t
Post and packing

Total enclosed

Please send my PCBs tc (BIrocK cApIrAIs pLEAsE)

E9072-l
E911-1
E9701-2
E9101-3
E91014
E9101-5
E9101-6
E9102-t
E9102-2
89103-1
E9103-2
E9103-3
E91034
E9104-1
E97M-2
E9104-3
EglW-4
E9104-5
E9105-1
E9105-2
E9105-3

Name .

Address

Postcode

I CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd. I
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

James Trott
0442 66551 Ext 250
Sen
ETI ASp, Argus House,Bou psteid,'xpz zsr-
Lineage: 60p per word (+VAT) (mlnimum 15 wordsl

pilnreo on rne aoverltsement rate card (available on request).

Per
Ri insertion
Ail
Ad nditions

LYS ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
555 T1ME8.......,...,... ..........S For t1.00 741 Op AMp ........,.,.............5 For 0.50
7805+V.REG....,...,.. ..................,..e0.40 7905 - V.REG ..... .................,....e0.35
7812+V REG., ......... .,..................00.40 7912 - V.BEG .............,..........,...80.35
1M317 ADJ REG...........,........,......t0.50 1M337 ADJ REG........,.................t0.50
ZENER DIODES 400m W ALL AT..... .......... ...,.............t0.05 each
HORIZVERT CAHBON PRESETS... ...... ...................[0.12 each
y. W 5% CARBON BESISTORS .. 00.01 each (100) e0.60 (jOO0) 85.50 any mix
7, W 5% CARBON RESISTORS ...t0.02 each (100) e0.90 (1000) t7.50 anymix
5mm RED LED e0,08 GREEN t0.08 YELLOW 00.08

?lL 
SOIKETS UPROF|LE....8 pin 00.03 14 pin 00.05 16 pin t0.06 18 pin 00.07

20 pin t0.08
DIL SWITCHES ..............2 way t0.40 4 way 00.60 1O way t0.90
1M3914 BARGRAPH DRTVER ......,.,....,.t3.40
R,F COAX (ANTI MICROPHONIC) 75 OHM RANGE OUTER SHEATH
(normally t3.00 mtr).... ,......... .........0N1y t0.90 MTR 10OMTB t60.00

DIGITAL FREOUENCY METER KtT 2 RANGES
0"30MH/25-1000MH2 COMPLETE lNC g pCB,S

(EXC. METALWORK) 183.60

ANALoGtC pRoBE KtT (EXC. CASE)89.S0

For details of any of the above contact:

LYS Electronic Components, 10 Westbrook Road,
Forchester, Hants POI6 gNS

Tel: (0705) 386550 Tel/Fax: (0205) 3AB30g (2ahrs)

I

I

Th details.

dri ffisi"?,:
diate

GHIPLINK
10 Hardys Field, Kingsctere
Newbury Berks. RGl5 SEtj

{rB nches t240 t2 68
6r'2 nche\ t5 37'2rl2rches (to$
sFialffie6
CompdergEdecapactorswilh$rcwlemnabm@ut2&

azmou iou ii irs, oaooour riu e gs, rom,r ioriiso P s
. .t0.45
... .80.85
t@
lerf3.50

3mvs
.e1.45
.88.95
.E5.00

t5m
,trhilgabEbaleilescapacto6lmtsFtcatwdvsnst6 ppaf ado
95p lowards P&P var hcldd

JPG CS2G278chrt s2BHA$€swisa €ile6 we come

TECHNICAL WORKSHOP
manuals for 3.5 inch disk drives,
most makes. €5.00 each. Phone
0493 441394

Turn your surplus
transistors, lCs etc, into

cash lmmediate setilement
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance.

Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO.

103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 589844

SOLAR PANELS 100mm x
60mm
88. 12
e8.50.
36" x
Prices
mou nt
Orders to Bob Keves GW4 lED.
4 Glanmor Cresc'ent, Newport,
Gwent. NP9 8AX.

PnnrRtDGE
T ELECTRONICS

PBESENT

REPORTER
Model T24
MULTI-USE
SELF OPERATING
TELEPHONE NETWORK
OUTSIDE BROADCASTUNIT

uNrr_q_318 HrcH RoAD, BENFLEET NJ8^Y+H?=.
ESSEX SS7 sHB pHONEi 0268 793s81 ruo Mnirunl cbNrrnor_s

RING 0442
66551 AND ASK
ABOUT SERIES

DISCOUNTS &

FUTURE COPY

DEADLINES
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ELECTEIClMAEIT

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87193 Dale Str€et Tel: 051 236 0154

4TWhitechapel Tel: 051 2365489

Liverpool 2
.T 

H E E LECT RO N IC S SP EC I AU STS'

Open: Tues-Sat 93S530

DIRECT ELECTRONICS
E LEGT RO N I C S C O M PO N E N T S P EC I A L I SIIS

627ROMFORDRD,
MANORPARK

LONDONEI2sAD
Tel:081-553 1174

Mon-Sat 10-6 pmlThurc 10-lpm
we stock a latge range of TV & Video spares

IF YOU ARE

CONSIDERING

ADVERTISING IN

ETI MAGAZINE,

BUT NEED MORE

DETAILS, CALL

JAMES TROTT ON

0442 66551

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!
over the past 100 yeaB more than I million students throughout the world have found
it worth their while! An ICS home-studv couBe can help Vou get a betteriob, make more
monev and have more fun out of life! ICS has over 90 Vea6 exDerlence ln home-studv
courses and is the largest correspondence school in the world You learn at your own
pace, when and where you want under the guidance of expert 'personal' tutors Find out
how we can help You Post or phone today for vour FIEE ltFoRllATlot PACr on the
cou6e of vour choice fllck one box onlvD

Basic Electronic T--]
Engineering {citv & ouilds) u Refrigeration & 5
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iltv:- -:-r_ :-.,.:{.suPPLY_3AMP

BE: _- = _ _- _--_-l :ASE
VID:: ---:--r--:-OR
l\-:: :- ::- _ ...:_' -3 ALLTUNERS
Al.: ._:_ ---: icUTINGFOR
F -"'.:- - -'. : - :--S-ESSENTIALFOR
:--- --.-: -.-:CF
:---' -- -] --' Sr'/ITCHESVIDEO

::- :: , '-':1,-ES
. - =I '-: ...:GNER STEREO MODULE-

. - :: 1'-l AUDIO QUALITY REMAINS
- :-: --. \TACT AS BROADCAST
.. : : ] -,ROI'1ISE_JUST PERFECTION

:-: i- CONNECTION DIRECT TO
--_ 

" 
-F-

: -- VCDULES FULLY UPGMDEABLE

FTLMNET VIDEO e79.e9-l36.ee
FILMNET DIGITAL STERO AUDIO
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TELECLUB ll25.OO 

-e79.99
CANAL PLUS/MI
lNC. AUDIO @tscRErE) {155.65-(99.99
SECAM TO PAL
CONVERTER $ECAM) e99.99 C69.99

DUAL SECAM-
MI/CA NA L P LUS lotscnrrrzsr ce n 1 - €2 I 6.52 

- 

L l 49.99

RTL4 (DUTCH/ENGLISH) _ e7 9.99 

-e3e.99

STEREO MODULE T99.99 

-E74.99

IF UHF MODULATOR NEEDED
(NO LOOPTHRU) €rs.00-€15.00
LEADS (State make o{ tuner when ordering)

VIDEO COMPANION XV2OOO TO TUNER-'4.99
SCART LEAD 
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